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ABOUT IBINEX
Ibinex is an Exchange-to-Exchange Ecosystem channeling the power of
thousands of exchanges with one unified backend infrastructure.
Ibinex aims to lead the industry forward
by bridging the gap between traditional
exchanges and cryptocurrency traders.

The combined trading power of all white label
exchanges will make Ibinex the most widely
used crypto trading platform in the world.

Our new and innovative protocol means that
financial institutions will no longer have to
develop their currency exchange and privately
source cryptocurrency liquidity, eliminating the
hassle of what is currently a laborious and near
impossible procedure.

Ibinex intends to provide the capability to
view and manage all our business-focused
operations in real time.

Founded
in 2014 as Ibinex
Solutions and re-established in
2018 as the proprietary Ibinex
protocol under Ibinex Financials
Estonia OU

11

4
Global offices in New York, Israel,
Panama and Philippines

100+

50+

Dedicated Ibinex staff

Ibinex developers with thousands
of years of combined fintech
experience

300 +

5

White label and IB requests
pending

Revolutionary
products
in
pre-launch:
Ibinex,
Connect,
Markets, OnBoard, List, with more
in the pipeline

4

U.S. & ASIA

International law firms working
simultaneously on jurisdictional
licenses

Licence targets

10,000 +

5,000 +

Development hours per month

Cups of coffee consumed every
month

LICENCED

LICENCED

Virtual Currency Wallet
Service in Europe
(Estonia Reg. No. FVR000204)

Virtual Currency Exchange in
Europe (Estonia Reg. No. FRK000170)
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FOREWORD
Will cryptocurrencies take control away from central banks and traditional
financial exchanges, disrupting the market as a whole?
The team at Ibinex believes the possibility is real.

The Potential
While
blockchain-empowered
digital
currencies are far from mature, their disruption
of the current financial system is creating a
money revolution.

This challenge hinges on a harsh reality of
human nature: it’s tough to trust something
new and even more difficult to trust something
we don’t understand.

By making intermediary functions redundant,
they call into question the paradigm of
traditional fiat currencies and the role of central
banks and traditional financial institutions in
today’s economy.

Until digital currency exchange is understood
and believed in, it can’t be fully utilized for
savings, trade, or investment.

Cryptocurrencies continue to raise evergrowing interest in the promise they hold.
However, regardless of their potential, their
recognition as true currency and mainstream
adoption has yet to be realized.
To unlock the vast monetary and social
possibilities
delivered
by
blockchain
technologies, a profound transformation
of societal viewpoint is needed as well as
a fundamental shift in people’s concept of
money.

I think the internet is going
to be one of the major forces
for reducing the role of
government. The one thing
that’s missing but that will
soon be developed is a reliable
e-cash.
Milton Friedman

The Problem
Today’s cryptocurrency market, while still in
its infancy, suffers from poor exposure, lack
of education, lack of security and a poorly
planned on-boarding infrastructure.
The average consumer is inundated with
sensationalized news articles speculating on
problems ranging from lack of oversight to
financial fraud within the crypto industry. As
a result, the mainstream population remains
unaware of the potential benefits of digital
currency and cryptocurrency exchanges.

A lack of transparency and inconsistent
regulation across the crypto space combined
with technical issues, lack of liquidity, large
price discrepancies between exchanges and
the absence of exchange interconnectivity is
hindering widespread adoption and investment
by the general public.

14
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The Need For
Ibinex
Ibinex aims to lead the industry forward
by bridging the gap between traditional
exchanges and cryptocurrency traders.
As an Exchange-to-Exchange Ecosystem,
Ibinex will channel the power of thousands
of exchanges with one unified backend
infrastructure.
The combined trading power of all exchanges
will make Ibinex the most widely used crypto
trading platform in the world going forward.
Ibinex intends to provide the capability to view
and manage all business-focused operations
in real time.
Our new and innovative protocol means that
financial institutions will no longer have to
develop their own currency exchange and
privately source cryptocurrency liquidity,

eliminating the hassle of what is currently a
laborious and near impossible procedure.
Ibinex’s turnkey solution requires absolutely
no input from our client’s respective IT
departments. We provide fully automated
live and demo account opening through our
optimized and responsive online application
forms, and our automated KYC/AML process
allows for fast customer onboarding.
The major factor separating Ibinex from other
providers is our expertise in retail trading.
We share our extensive knowledge and best
practices with our partners, helping to grow
their business.
With dedicated partners and customer support
as well as 24/7 customer service and technical
support, we provide full training and ongoing
strategic advice to keep our clients grow.

IBINEX | Whitepaper

Ibinex Challenge and
Solution Summary
The Ibinex solution provides much-needed stability to
the cryptocurrency market by standardizing onboarding,
KYC, and consumer education with the latest securityhardened technologies.
Our transparent approach to cryptocurrency trading not
only allows for increased liquidity and availability, but
also provides the consumer with the tools they need to
make informed decisions by allowing them to compare
data across multiple marketplaces, ensuring the bestfit transaction and granting a much friendlier user
experience while still protected by the best security
practices in the industry.

STANDARDIZING
ONBOARDING AND KYC

LICENSED PLATFORM

WHITE LABEL SOLUTION

COIN LISTING

ADVANCED LIQUIDITY

15
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Ibinex Will Help
Businesses
Overcome the
Following
Challenges
CHALLENGE - Exchange
New exchanges must be built from the
ground up incurring a large expenditure of
development, regulatory/compliance and
operational resource hours.
SOLUTION - Ibinex
Ibinex is a full-stack institutional white-label
platform where anyone can set up their own
customized cryptocurrency exchange in less
than a month.
CHALLENGE - Pricing & Liquidity
Traders are currently not receiving the benefit
of fair pricing due to lack of connectivity
between different exchange trade books and
a shortage of liquidity.
As the number of exchanges grows, a direct
correlation can be made in regards to price
disparity. As wide range gaps in inventories
and client demand grow, market volatility
continues to add to this uncertainty factor.
SOLUTION - Connect
Connect
is
a
progressive
backend
infrastructure built to connect existing major
exchanges and Ibinex exchanges into a single
trading network. A turn-key solution, designed
to provide seamless integration into a liquidity
pool ready for retail exposure.

CHALLENGE - KYC & Onboarding
Exchanges today are congested due to an
overwhelming influx of traders caused by lack
of KYC and onboarding infrastructure.
SOLUTION - Manila Center
Our fully staffed operational center in Manila
combined with the most advanced software
technology will ensure a smoother onboarding
process for all Ibinex clients.

CHALLENGE - Licensing & Regulation
The majority of exchanges offer limited
consumer protection options when trading
causing a lack of trust among users. With
the growing interest by regulatory agencies
across the globe to further regulate the crypto
markets, the bar for entry is becoming higher
to achieve, for all new entities looking to be
part of this evolving marketplace.
SOLUTION - Establish Licensing
Ibinex plans to meet regulatory guidelines and
obtain licensing in the following jurisdictions:
select U.S. States (MSB license), EU (Estonian
Virtual Exchange and E-Wallet Licenses), and
Asia. Our goal is to provide the necessary
framework for any jurisdiction in which our
clients wish to operate.

CHALLENGE - Coin Listing
Coin listing has become a cumbersome
process incurring millions of dollars per
exchange. As the demand for listings grows,
so do the underlying costs charged by 3rd
party exchanges, including the enhancement
of the onboarding process to even accept the
proposed listing.
SOLUTION - Affordable Listing
Ibinex enables clients to add any coin they
choose via their own exchange at zero fiat
cost making it instantly accessible to the
entire Connect trading network (subject to any
applicable law and\or regulatory framework).

18
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MANAGEMENT
SIMON GRUNFELD

SAM GROSSBERG

CEO

CSO

DANIEL SACHS

ELINADAV OCHANA

NADAV AHARON-NOV

MOSHE BASSAN

CTO

THE IBINEX

CISO

CCO

HEAD OF PANAMA
OPERATIONS

TEAM
YAFIT SHAMIR
CFO

Our values are at the core of who we Representing 14 countries worldwide,
are. They embody how we work, the every member of the Ibinex team
standards we have, and the principles believes strongly in the empowering
that underpin all of our efforts.
capability of cryptocurrency.
Our team is made up of more than
100
experienced
technologists,
publishers, analysts, and marketers
dedicated to our mission. We enjoy
our work and take pride in the diverse
talent and personalities among us.

Each day, we unite to do our best to
bridge the gap between those who
have access to knowledge opportunity
in the crypto industry and those who
do not.

NIVA DIMOR

EHUD TAL

HEAD OF ISRAEL
OPERATIONS

JAK GIVEON

CLO

HEAD OF MANILLA
OPERATIONS

HAREL SEKLER

ERIC KOUNIO

BRM

CREATIVE DIRECTOR
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DEV TEAM
OLGA LAHNO
HEAD OF R&D

MAY MORDEHAY
DEV TEAM

LORRAINE RYSHIN
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YOUSEF
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EREZ TAL

RONEN KOLOSHI

IZABELA MORENO

ELLA GINZBURG
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GABRIEL HUERTE
DEV TEAM

JILLIAN TO
DEV TEAM

JOSHUA JAMES
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DEV TEAM
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OFIR GAVISH

TAL AVIRAM
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LEO ORDONEZ

DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM

SHELLY KRAVITZ
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OLGA
KARMARCHUK

CHESTER ALMONTE

DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM

ANSELL RANDELL
CRUZ

CHRISTIAN ACE
LABINI

DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM

ORYAN OVADIA
DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM

CEZAR
CIUBANCAN
DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM
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DEV TEAM
JOHN JEEVON ANG
DEV TEAM

HEIDEE SIA
DEV TEAM

JONI
TORREVILLAS
DEV TEAM

ABRAHAM SHEER
DELA VEGA

DEV TEAM
DENNIS ALLAN
BARBA

ARIES ALMARIO

JESUS DAWAL JR.

ROCHELLE
ILLUSTRE

MELVIN SAN JOSE

YANCY CRUZ

DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM

ARIEL AZARCON

MICHAEL SILVA

TODD GAMO

DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM

NELSON PAPNA

JESS REYES

KRIZZIA REYES

REYNALDO BAYETA
DEV TEAM

STEPHENE
CANCILLER

JAMES MANGUIAT

RODNEY JACOLO

DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM

BRYAN DEXTER RIBO

DEV TEAM

MARK JOSHUA
VELASQUEZ
DEV TEAM

MARK MUNSAYAC
DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM

DYUN WILSON
DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM

DEV TEAM
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ADMINISTRATION
OVED SHALEM

CARIZZA PANOPIO

ACCOUNTING

DEV TEAM

ADRIANN PAULO FURIGAY
DEV TEAM

KEVIN JORDAN PAYAS
DEV TEAM

ERIC JAMES ORATE
DEV TEAM

TALI VARHAVIH
ADMIN

ERICA MILLER
ADMIN

SVETLANA
KONOTOPSKY
ADMIN

PREAMBLE
For readers less familiar with cryptocurrencies, this section briefly
summarizes their key features and highlights the main differences between
cryptocurrency and traditional payment systems. For more knowledgeable
readers in the cryptocurrency field, you may prefer to skip this section.
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THE EVOLUTION
OF MONEY
Money, like other social constructs, constantly
evolves alongside society. By adapting itself
to changing environments and growing
in sophistication and functionality, money
becomes increasingly useful and essential for
all societies.

What is Money?
Ever since societies transitioned from a barter
economy to using money as a medium of
exchange, individuals have tried to devise
systems that allow for rational ways to
exchange value. In order to help make goods
and services commensurable, the Greek
philosopher Aristotle came up with four criteria
that help dictate what is considered to be
‘good money’ (Lee, 2009):
1.

It must be durable

2. It must be portable

forced to create a more accessible method
of exchange which they could control and
regulate. This led to the birth of fiat currency,
which refers to paper money or coins of little or
no intrinsic value, made legal tender by order
of the government.

Money & Society
Money plays a significant role in any wellfunctioning society. It facilitates broad and
extensive interactions between individuals and
institutions. It allows individuals to organize
into larger groups for economic or public
purposes and enables governments to act
for the public good. Most importantly, money
expands people’s control over their own lives
and circumstances.
Historically, money has connected distant
regions and cultures, initiated communication
between different groups of people, and

3. It must be divisible
4. It must have intrinsic value
Initially the preferred medium of exchange
was gold because it fulfilled all four criteria. As
economies grew and demand for a medium
of exchange increased, governments were

All money is a matter of belief
Adam Smith

allowed for the exchange of goods, services,
and the flow of ideas.
While originally local and private in nature,
money distribution eventually became a
significant social function and soon became a
monopoly of central government. It has both
contributed to and benefited from progress
over time.
Money’s most important attribute has always
been its acceptability to its users. However,
although money continues to develop, its
limitations and disadvantages remain.
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system of recording credits and debits which
can easily and safely be transferred between
different owners. Money then ultimately
operates on a consensus of credibility and
acceptability, negating Aristotle’s definition of
the term.

Roles & Forms of
Money
As bartering expanded in reach and scope,
the more frequently and widely traded
products took on a larger more symbolic role.
Convenient-to-transport, durable, easily valued,
and measured goods became commonly used
and thought of as proto-currencies. Salt is a
perfect example.
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Credit cards, electronic transfers, debit cards,
and mobile payment systems make daily use
of money convenient and efficient. These
modern digital tools rely on the same ancient
symbolic elements. Ledger books, coins,
banknotes, checks, and credit cards are all
simply tokens representing an underlying
relationship recording stored and exchanged
value.

While it was once represented by items with
intrinsic value, such as silver and gold, money
became increasingly symbolic over time. At
one point, even seashells and tally sticks were
used as money. Today, we use coins and bills.
The worth of modern fiat money is similar to
these ancient proxies in that it has no intrinsic
value.
Based solely on trust, the token of fiat currency
is only as strong as the credibility of its issuer,
usually a government or central bank. A dollar,
euro or yen has no intrinsic value. Its usefulness
is determined solely by its ability to pay debts
or represent a credit. This belief system makes
modern economies run.
The prominent economist Hyman Minsky said,
“Anyone can create money…the problem lies in
getting it accepted.” Anyone can write an IOU
– “I Owe You Five Ducats.” If a large enough
number of people accept this IOU as payment,
then it becomes money.

In the absence of the gold
standard, there is no way to
protect savings from confiscation
through inflation. There is no safe
store of value. Alan Greenspan
Eventually, dematerialised versions of fiat
currency became the norm. The adoption of
book-entry recordings of credits and debits
eliminated the need to physically exchange
coins or paper.
Paper checks have been in use since at least
the eighteenth century but are expected to
become obsolete within the next decade.
The largest contributing factor to the
dematerialisation of fiat currency such as
this has been the acceleration of information
technology. The vast majority of our world’s
money today exists in electronic form only. In
many ways the essence of today’s money is a

The Problem with Fiat
All paper money eventually returns to its intrinsic value, zero!
Voltaire
In 1971 when President Nixon took the United
States off what was left of the gold standard,
the world was operating under a system
known as fiat. The dollar, pound and euro are
all government fiat currencies. Fiat is a Latin
word, meaning “let it be so.”
A law was issued that government currency be
money.

When ties between the financial system and
gold were cut in 1971, the problem of money
became apparent. There was now effectively
no limit on the number of paper money banks
could create. With no legal regulation on
money production, and because people had
to pay taxes with this money, the dollar bill
and computer digit that represented the dollar
essentially became meaningless.
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Stemming from the 1970s, the system of fiat
money has become standard around the
globe.
Correlating with the rise in fiat money in almost
every decade since has been the growth of the
money supply, particularly in the United States,
which has seen a steady growth.

The problem with fiat money is
that it rewards the minority that
can handle money but fools the
generation that has worked and
saved money.
Adam Smith
Of course, those who have the power to issue
money- the governments and banks - benefit
the most from fiat money. Companies and
individuals who are able to obtain money
early can spend it before the prices of things
they want to buy have risen to reflect the new
money in circulation. They’re therefore able to
get services, products, and assets cheaply, but
prices soon increase.

As a result, holders of assets such as houses or
shares will see gains without there necessarily
being any improvements to the company
or the house in question. This often leads to
speculative bubbles.
But what about people on the bottom of the
pyramid? Those on fixed wages or incomes,
who live in remote areas, or those with savings?
By the time this newly created money has
filtered down to them, the prices of the things
they want to buy have increased. Their savings
buy them less and their wages remain largely
unchanged. In some cases, they have to take
on debt just to afford things they previously
were able to buy. This means they have to go
back to the banks.
In reality, this process of creating money only
redistributes wealth from the bottom to the top
of the pyramid. And that ever- increasing gulf
between the rich and poor gets bigger and
bigger.
Of the fiat money in the world today, 97% is
debt.

IBINEX | Whitepaper
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WHAT IS
CRYPTOCURRENCY?
Although fiat currency as a medium of exchange has been adopted
worldwide, it’s not without its problems and raises many issues. In order
to solve these problems, cryptocurrencies began to emerge in 2009.

IBINEX | Whitepaper
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The prefix crypto- stands for “cryptography,”
which is a technology that keeps information
safe and hidden from attackers. Cryptography
was originally used to send and receive secret
messages between government organizations
long before cryptocurrency originated.
Computer technicians put cryptography to
use in many different ways and one of these is
cryptocurrency.
Cryptocurrency can be thought of as a cash-like
payment system that operates electronically. It
is entirely virtual with no physical coins or bills
and is based on a blockchain.
A blockchain is most easily understood as a
shared database run by thousands of different
people and companies rather than just one.
More specifically, it’s a data file that holds
the record of every transaction that has ever
occurred using a specific currency.
The blockchain, or data file, acts as a public
ledger that can be shared by everyone on the
network. No one person has control or power
over the transactions involved and you don’t
have to trust one single entity such as a bank
with your assets.
The blockchain provides security and validity to
transactions and makes it possible for people
to buy and sell without having to trust the
person they are buying or selling from. This, in
turn, dramatically reduces the chances of fraud.
The terms “cryptocurrency” and “blockchain”
are often used in an interchangeable fashion
because one could not exist without the other.
Cryptocurrency ‘coins’ are a chain of electronic
signatures that form units on the blockchain.
Every few minutes, another block is added to
the blockchain containing data about the latest
transactions. Everyone who uses a particular
cryptocurrency has a copy of the ledger,

37

We have an opportunity to
reform the financial system, to
turn it into the public utility that
it’s supposed to be—a level
playing field that everyone can
indiscriminately use in their bid
to get ahead. Let that be the
standard for the coming age of
cryptocurrency.
Paul Vigna

allowing each participant to ensure that other
participants adhere to the rules. This shared
system can also be completely anonymous.
Digital currencies have been discussed
since the beginning of the Internet, but
cryptocurrency, as we know it today, began
in 2008 when Bitcoin was first created.
Currently, there are over 1,000 recognized
cryptocurrencies on the market and Bitcoin
is still the most popular and widely-used
cryptocurrency in the world. Some of the
alternative coins in existence are similar to
Bitcoin, while others have highly unique and
innovative features that appeal to different
types of users.

What is cryptocurrency used for?
Currently, cryptocurrency is being used for
four main categories: speculation, a medium
of exchange, payment rail, or non-monetary
purposes.
However, due to the nature of cryptocurrency,
it is hard to estimate its purposes. As more
merchants begin to allow cryptocurrency as a
payment method, more people will be able to
use it for a medium of exchange rather than its
current main use as a speculative digital asset.
Not all cryptocurrencies are used for monetary
applications. The second most widely used
blockchain system, Ethereum, provides a
decentralized computing platform for launching
new projects. It is not designed to be used as a
payment method.

Blockchain as technology has endless
applications in many different industries:
finance, trade, manufacturing, healthcare,
utilities, public records, and different types of
databases.
It can be used for record-keeping, peerto-peer transactions, real-time payments,
confidentiality, anonymity, and security of
information and transparency of supply chains.
Because there is zero chance of a central party
editing or deleting information, the blockchain
can significantly reduce error, fraud, disputes
and data loss in all of its applications.
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Without e-currency based on
cryptographic proof, without
the need to trust a thirdparty middleman, money can
be secure and transactions
effortless.
Satoshi Nakamoto

Making sense of the cryptocurrency
market
In order to fully comprehend how the cryptocurrency market works, it’s important to first
understand the significance of these three terms: market cap, supply, and price. These three
factors determine coins rank and popularity.
Market capitalization (market cap) is the best way to determine the relative size of a cryptocurrency
compared to other cryptocurrencies. Simply, it’s the estimated net worth of a cryptocurrency.
Market cap calculation is simple:

Price x Circulating Supply =
Market Capitalization

Price is taken from the average trade price
reported by each crypto exchange. The price
of a cryptocurrency is the amount of fiat money
that you’ll need to buy a single coin or crypto
token.
Most cryptocurrencies are capped to certain
numbers. There are a few cryptos which are
not hard-capped therefore they have an
infinite supply. There are also coins (ICO) that
are locked by an individual or a company that
releases them in the market.
A coin’s supply is one of the most important
factors that affects the market cap and is the
most misunderstood metric by many people
new to the world of cryptocurrency.

The Circulating Supply is the number of coins
that are currently owned by participants and/or
circulating in the market.
Circulating Supply differs from Total Supply in
that it disregards any coins that may be locked,
reserved, or unable to be sold on the public
market.
Circulating Supply only considers the coins
that can actually affect the price. To compare
it to traditional forms of investing, it’s similar to
the common method of using public float to
determine the market cap of companies.
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A Closer Look at the Top 5
Cryptocurrencies in 2018
Bitcoin has historically occupied a very large portion of the total cryptocurrency market and
currently retains its #1 place on market capitalization charts. In May 2013, Bitcoin occupied
approximately 95% of the market and as of May 2018, Bitcoin was still in the lead. It is, however,
hovering around 56% as other cryptocurrencies are increasingly growing in market capitalization,
reducing Bitcoin’s dominance.

Bitcoin (BTC)
Coindesk defines Bitcoin as “a form of digital currency, created
and held electronically. No one controls it. Bitcoins are not
printed, like dollars or euros-- they are produced by people,
and increasingly businesses, running computers all around
the world, using software that solves mathematical problems.”
Unlike most other cryptocurrencies, Bitcoin is a household
name across the globe. It was the first and has always been
the most successful cryptocurrency to date. Introduced in
2008 and put into use in 2009, Bitcoin has had a successful
decade in operation, leading the market anywhere from 95%
at its highest point to 33% at its lowest point (CoinMarketCap).
At the time of writing, Bitcoin is sitting at 56% market dominance
by market capitalization, according to CoinMarketCap. In May
2018, its price was $7526 and its market cap has hovered
between $130 billion and $170 billion USD (CoinMarketCap).
Bitcoin’s future price as of December 31, 2018, is expected
to be $23,278 and its market cap prediction by the end of
the year is $406.1 billion, as predicted by experts (McDermott,
2018). Bitcoin’s dominance is not likely to end anytime soon.

$23,278
BITCOIN’S FUTURE PRICE
AS OF DECEMBER 21, 2018

#1
PLACE ON MARKET
CAPITALIZATION CHARTS

17M
BITCOINS ARE EXPECTED
TO BE IN USE IN 10 YEARS

2,015
BITCOIN ATM’S EXIST
IN 61 COUNTRIES
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I do think Bitcoin is the first encrypted money that has the
potential to do something like changing the world.
Peter Thiel, Co-Founder of Paypal
Ethereum (ETH)
Ethereum, the world’s second-largest blockchain, is a decentralized computing
platform that offers smart contracts. It was first proposed in 2013 and became
available for use in 2015. Its cryptocurrency is a token called Ether, which is
generated by the Ethereum platform. It is fundamentally different from Bitcoin
in its structure and functionality. It can be used as a tradeable cryptocurrency
or it can be used within the Ethereum network to cover the cost of transaction
fees, services, and more.
In May 2018, the market capitalization of ETH had fluctuated between $55 and $80 billion
USD and its price was about $600 USD. Ethereum’s future price as of December 31, 2018
is expected to grow to $770, and its market cap prediction by the end of the year is $135.3
billion, as predicted by a group of experts (McDermott, 2018). Ethereum looks to have a
strong future in the coming year.
Ripple (XRP)
Founded in 2012, Ripple is based on the idea that users should be
able to instantly send money to one another regardless of where they
are in the world. It allows financial institutions like banks and payment
providers to reduce costs, gain access to new markets, and process
payments quickly and efficiently for their customers.
In May 2018, Ripple’s market cap had remained in the range of $23
billion to $35 billion U.S. dollars. Its price per unit is currently at $0.805 and is expected to
decrease to $0.688 by the end of the year. Experts predict the reason for this decrease is
that many U.S. agencies are now attempting to regulate it (McDermott, 2018). With increased
press as of late, Ripple may see increased growth, contrary to popular belief.
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Bitcoin Cash (BCH or BCC)
A new cryptocurrency with a long history, Bitcoin
Cash, began in mid-2017 when it separated
from Bitcoin to become its own currency and
blockchain. Bitcoin Cash was created to make
Bitcoin transactions quicker to complete due to the fact that
Bitcoin was not efficient as a transactional currency for everyday
purchases because of time delay. Bitcoin Cash has begun to be
accepted by cryptocurrency payment processors as well.
Throughout May 2018, the Bitcoin Cash market cap has been
fluctuating between $17 billion and $30 billion. By the end of 2018,
it is expected to grow in price by 174% to $3,700. Experts predict
it will have a market capitalization of $64.9 billion by December
31, 2018 (McDermott, 2018). With its ease of use, Bitcoin Cash
seems likely to grow in the foreseeable future, though its price is
quite volatile.

$770,00
ETHEREUM’S FUTURE PRICE
AS OF DECEMBER 21, 2018

$35B
RIPPLE’S MARKET CAP
(MAY 2018)

$64,9B
BITCOIN CASH’ MARKET
CAPITALIZATION BY
DECEMBER 31, 2018

50%

GROWTH OF LITECOIN’S
PRICE BY THE END OF 2018

Litecoin (LTC or XLT)
As the fifth-largest cryptocurrency on the market
today, Litecoin is a global currency founded in 2011,
relatively early in the days of cryptocurrency. It was
designed after Bitcoin and has few differences
aside from a decreased block generation time
and increased coin cap. According to its website, litecoin.com,
Litecoin supports the integration of its currency into e-commerce
platforms and more, which is generally quite easy to do, due to
its similarity to Bitcoin.
Litecoin’s May 2018 data shows fluctuation between $6 billion
and $10 billion when it comes to market cap. Experts predict
that Litecoin’s price will be approximately $218.75 U.S. dollars
at the end of 2018, a growth of approximately 50%. Litecoin is
still the preferred currency by many users, but due to Litecoin’s
founder selling his holdings, there are concerns about its future
(McDermott, 2018).

WHAT ARE
CRYPTOCURRENCY
EXCHANGES?
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The first major development to emerge
within cryptocurrency was the exchange. It
remains the largest sector of the crypto world
in terms of the number of workers involved
and companies building the online exchange
platforms.

The exchange works as the middleman,
ensuring the trade goes smoothly. The type
of exchange you choose depends on what
currencies you want to trade and your desired
security level when it comes to transactions.
When comparing the average number of daily
transactions occurring on each cryptocurrency
payment network, Bitcoin is by far the most
widely used, at 98% followed by Ethereum at
33%.

You can think of exchanges as the ‘on-ramps’ or
‘exit ramps’ to the highway of cryptocurrency.
Cryptocurrency exchanges are websites
where anyone can exchange or trade one
cryptocurrency for another currency.
These virtual marketplaces provide an
opportunity for the world to buy, sell, and
achieve liquidity with cryptocurrencies. They
also play a major role in the cryptocurrency
economy by allowing for price discovery
among users.

The participant who first solves the puzzle
gets to place the next block on the blockchain
and claim the rewards consisting of both
the transaction fees associated with the
transactions compiled in the block, as well as
newly released coins.
Digital currency users can also convert
one cryptocurrency into another using an
exchange.

Ether Classic

13%

Ripple

26%

Litecoin

Which exchanges support which
cryptocurrency?

Those new to cryptocurrency can obtain coins
through an exchange rather than mining it
themselves. Mining is the process by which
transactions are verified and added to the
public ledger, aka the blockchain, and also the
means by which new coins are released.
Anyone with access to the Internet and suitable
hardware can participate in mining, a process
that involves compiling recent transactions
into blocks and trying to solve a computational
difficult puzzle.

10%

11%

Dogecoin

39%

36%

16%

Other

25%

Depending on the type of exchange, you
may be able to buy, sell, or exchange digital
currencies for traditional fiat currencies as well.

39% of all exchanges - support trading of

Cryptocurrency
exchanges,
like
stock
exchanges or currency exchanges, provide an
online platform that allows buyers and sellers
to trade cryptocurrency based on the current
market price of that currency.

bitcoin
25% of all exchanges - support trading of 2

9%

Dash

8%

Monero

listed cryptocurrencies
36% of all exchanges - support trading of more
than 3 listed cryptocurrencies

(2017 Global Cryptocurrency Benchmarking Study,
University of Cambridge, Centre for Alternative Finance)
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Unfortunately, cryptocurrencies have been
greatly restricted in many Asian countries
and, when Bitcoin was banned in China, it
had a large impact on the worldwide market
(D’Alfonso, 2016).
If one goes back to the first historical data
published by Coin Market Cap in April 2013,
they will notice cryptocurrency has grown
tremendously in the past five years. At that time,
Bitcoin was leading the industry as it currently
had a market cap of $1.5 billion USD. Its price
was just $135 and the supply measured about
11 million coins.

There are four major types of
cryptocurrency exchanges:
‘Traditional’ Cryptocurrency
Exchanges
These are the exchanges that function most
like traditional stock exchanges where buyers
and sellers trade based on the current market
price of cryptocurrencies (with the exchange
playing the middleman). These types of trading
platforms generally charge a fee for each
transaction. Some of these exchanges deal
only in cryptocurrency, others allow users to
trade fiat currencies, like the U.S. dollar, for
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin.
Cryptocurrency Brokers
These are web-based exchanges that are
similar to the currency exchange you see at an
airport. They allow customers to buy and sell
cryptocurrencies at a price set by the broker
(generally at the market price plus a small
premium).

Direct Trading Platforms
These platforms offer direct peer-to-peer
trading between buyers and sellers and don’t
use a fixed market price. Sellers set their own
exchange rate and buyers either find sellers
via the platform and perform an Over-theCounter (OTC) Exchange, or they indicate the
rates they’re willing to buy for and the platform
matches buyers and sellers.
Cryptocurrency Funds
Funds are pools of professionally managed
cryptocurrency assets which allow the public
to buy and hold cryptocurrency via the
fund. Using a fund means you can invest in
cryptocurrency without needing to purchase
or store it directly.

Why should I use
an exchange?
Exchanges, as long as they are reputable and
honest ones, help provide security, privacy,
speed and ease of use to buyers and sellers.
While it is possible to skip the middleman and
do a direct peer-to-peer trade, you should only
do that if you don’t have another option.

Cryptocurrency
Market Status
Past Market Status of Crypto
As a relatively new industry, cryptocurrency
has transformed greatly in the past decade.
Cryptocurrency began during a time of
distrust in traditional investing and banking.
When Bitcoin turned out to be a success,
many people jumped onto the cryptocurrency
bandwagon as an alternative to trusting in the
current regulatory authorities.

Current big players in the world of
cryptocurrencies like Ethereum and Ripple
weren’t ranked; however, Litecoin was in
second place with a market cap of $74.43
million USD.

“It is apparent that the
cryptocurrency movement
was in part motivated by the
global financial crisis and
a lack of trust in traditional
financial intermediaries and
the regulatory authorities
responsible for ensuring
financial stability.”
(Kumar, 2017, p. 25)
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Future Market Status of Crypto
It’s difficult to forecast the future market status
of crypto. A thorough examination of price
trends estimates that Bitcoin’s price will grow
approximately 301%, and its [popularity] will
most likely also experience growth in the next
five years (D’Alfonso, 2017).

If the trustworthiness of cryptocurrency is
compromised, it could have devastating
effects on the market. If the crypto industry can
maintain the trust of its users and the general
public, it has a very high chance of success in
the future.

Global regulations have the potential to
significantly impact the future market status
of cryptocurrency. As new governing laws
are created in different countries every day,
the cryptocurrency landscape will continue to
evolve.
In the United States, for example, the IRS treats
cryptocurrencies like property when it comes to
paying taxes. Any wages, gains, or losses from
sales or contracts made using cryptocurrency
are subject to taxation. The majority
of financial regulatory authorities
and banks remain unconcerned
about the status of cryptocurrency,
mainly because the use of digital
currency is still vastly overshadowed
by traditional currencies. They will
continue to monitor the development
of virtual currency and, as trust in
cryptocurrencies increases, so will its
widespread adoption.
Another major factor that could greatly
alter the future of cryptocurrency is a
major network compromise and the
resulting breach in trust that could
occur. It is possible for exchanges to
be hacked, and these attacks have
the potential to dramatically change
the price of each currency (D’Angelo
2017).

“Nevertheless, as fiduciary
currencies, trust is essential for
the continued acceptability of
cryptocurrencies. Cryptocurrency
users must trust the computer
programmers who have taken
up the design mantle for
cryptocurrencies, users must trust
the miners responsible for validating
transactions, and indeed transactors
need to trust that others will continue
to value and accept cryptocurrency
units.” (Kumar, 2017, 25)

Growth Rate of
the Crypto
Industry
Since we are still in the relatively early stages
of the cryptocurrency industry, it’s hard
to project the expected future growth of
cryptocurrencies. As with anything new, it’s
difficult to see the true potential until many
years later, and we are only one decade in.
In general, the cryptocurrency market is highly
volatile compared to traditional fiat currencies.
The standard deviation of the month-by-month
changes in Bitcoin is very high (Kumar, 2017).
Additionally, there is no certainty that specific
cryptocurrencies will continue to hold value by
users and there are risks of regulation, loss,
and theft.
However, if you take a big-picture approach to
the cryptocurrency industry and consider all of
its different crypto-assets rather than looking
at individual cryptocurrencies alone, there is
every reason to believe in its long-term growth.
The crypto space has experienced high growth
over the last few years and shows no signs of
slowing.
There are three major developments that
could influence the future of cryptocurrency,
according to a 2016 Ryerson University paper.

They are as follows:



Emerging market uptake: Crypto has
the potential to grow in areas with
fewer banking options or in countries
that
have
struggling
national
currencies.



Financial institution uptake: If any
large financial institutions decide to
create their own cryptocurrencies or
adapt existing ones, it will have a large
impact on the global crypto industry.
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Major regulation or deregulation: We
have seen the impact of regulation
and deregulation already. Regulation
could lead to a depression in
cryptocurrency
prices,
while
deregulation could cause crypto to
grow significantly in value and help it
enter multiple untapped markets.

Major network compromise: While
great measures are taken to ensure
the security of the ecosystem, there is
always the possibility of a major hack,
especially within exchanges.

Global economic event: Bitcoin and
other cryptocurrencies are likely
to have an inverse relationship
to the global economy, similar to
commodities. If global markets fall or
rise dramatically, the opposite is likely
to happen within the cryptocurrency
market.

E-commerce or fintech uptake: If
e-commerce and fintech adopt
cryptocurrencies as a way to conduct
transactions and carry out operations,
the cryptocurrency industry could
grow enormously as a result of the
increased use. (D’Alfonso, 2016).

Additionally, there are potential applications
for Bitcoin (and any major currency that may
emerge in the future) that appear promising.
These include crypto assets (i.e. Bitcoin
becoming its own asset class), smart contracts,
and the monitoring of data files, also called
data integrity (Berentsen, 2018).
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If the use of these applications becomes
common, cryptocurrency will be relevant to a
much broader market.

Government
Adoption of
Cryptocurrencies
Government Regulation
In most cases and in today’s marketplace,
cryptocurrencies are not regulated by
governments. Though some governments like
China have issued bans on cryptocurrency
trading, in general, laws governing the use and
distribution of cryptocurrency remain few and
far between.

“Cryptocurrencies need
government regulation to deter
price manipulation and related
wrongs, but the absence of such
regulation is one of the biggest
reasons that many investors
buy into cryptocurrencies in the
first place. Otherwise stated,
cryptocurrency investors desire
the stability that comes with
government regulation, but they
don’t want the cryptocurrency
to be regulated by the
government,”
Adkisson, 2018

There are many differing viewpoints among
cryptocurrency experts regarding whether the
regulation has a positive or negative influence
on the industry.
In other words, there is a paradox here. All we
can do is wait and see what the future holds
for the cryptocurrency industry. Regulations,
if and when they come, are certain to have
a variety of interesting impacts on the global
trade of cryptocurrency.

Global leaders have regularly expressed
their attitudes about cryptocurrency, many of
them skeptical of its merits. However, many
thought leaders also recognize the promising
applications of blockchain and are interested
in adapting it to their country-specific needs.
Even China, which has banned the trading of
cryptocurrencies, has paid strong attention to
blockchain technologies for record-keeping
and verification purposes.
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“‘Cryptocurrency’ is in some ways a misnomer. Tied to a
secure blockchain on the internet, a digital coin is free of the
relationships to nations that traditional currencies have.”
James Canton

In Asia, where cryptocurrency is most prevalent
today, there is a moderate amount of regulation
in most countries. China is still the only country
to completely ban crypto exchanges and ICOs,
and South Korea bans ICOs but not exchanges.
The trade of cryptocurrency is regulated in
Japan and the Philippines, while ICOs continue
to be regulated in Taiwan. The Philippines
is planning to increase its regulation, and
many Asian government officials have issued
warnings about cryptocurrency investing,
according to data from a 2018 Bloomberg
piece. However, crypto trading is still popular
in the region, with South Korea alone making
up 12% of global trading.
In the United States, Canada, and most
European and African countries, cryptocurrency
continues to occupy a gray area when it
comes to regulation. ICOs are regulated in
both the United States and Canada, however,
there are no bans in place as of this writing
Some European countries, including France
and Russia, are planning to ramp up their
regulations on cryptocurrency, according to
Bloomberg.
Government Adoption
Cryptocurrencies and digital currencies
have still not been adopted by any of the
world’s major governments; however, there
is a significant amount of buzz around the
possibility that it could happen in the near
future.

Several governments are considering the
idea and even taking active steps to make it
a reality.
Venezuela, for example, was the first country
to start a cryptocurrency in February 2018,
launching a coin called Petro that is backed by
Venezuela’s crude oil reserves. And, in March
2018, a Pacific Island nation called the Marshall
Islands, made cryptocurrency its legal tender
as a way to boost its economy (Perry, 2018).

Cryptocurrency
Exchanges Market
Status
Past Market Status of Exchanges
Cryptocurrency exchanges have had their
issues and many have failed. One of the
biggest examples is the infamous Mt. Gox hack
in 2014, a notorious moment in Bitcoin’s history
in which the biggest cryptocurrency exchange
ever went under.

This is just the beginning of a new form of
cryptocurrency; one that is not private and
decentralized, but government-issued and
standardized.

“Cryptocurrency is very much
here to stay.”
Thomas Frey

At the time, Mt. Gox was the biggest exchange
in the world, handling around 70% of global
bitcoin exchanges; however, it had major
security problems and inefficient management.
February 2014 was a worrisome month as the
exchange slowly started to capitulate, ending
in the company filing for bankruptcy. Mt. Gox
stated that almost 750,000 of its customers’
Bitcoins as well as 100,000 of its own Bitcoins,
had been stolen. The total loss constituted
around seven percent of all Bitcoins available,
worth around $473 million at the time. Not
surprisingly, Mt. Gox shut down soon after the
hack.
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Despite this attack and others (the DAO attack,
the 2016 Bitfinex hack, and the 2017 NiceHash
hack), the industry has grown steadily with
approximately 200 active cryptocurrency
exchanges in operation today.
Current Market Status of Exchanges
Exchanges are a necessary channel for
anyone who wants to purchase, trade, or sell
cryptocurrency, which is why they have played
an integral role in the cryptocurrency industry
since its inception.
The current market status of exchanges is
difficult to determine, but as cryptocurrency
has grown, exchanges have grown with it. A
major exchange in the industry, Coinbase,
valued itself at $8 billion in 2018, though its
value remains to be determined by venture
capitalists (“Coinbase Strategy Teardown,”
2018). If this is true, it’s a groundbreaking
number for a cryptocurrency exchange and
portends further significant activity in the space
for years to come.
CoinMarketCap shows a 24-hour volume
rankings of all exchanges. Along with
circulating supply and market cap, the volume
is one of the most prominent metrics in crypto
and can provide us with insight into a coin’s
direction and movement.
The volume of a token listed on CoinMarketCap
is quite simple. It’s the amount of the coin that
has been traded in the last 24 hours. Essentially,
volume underscores how many people are
buying and selling the coin. For example, if the
price of Bitcoin goes up and it shows a hefty
volume, that tells us many people are making
moves. Thus, it will likely keep going up.
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If the price of Bitcoin drops,
but there’s minimal volume,
that could tell us only a small
amount of people back the
trend.

“More conventional businesses like banks and
funds are likely to acquire crypto platforms at
some point to make sure they have a strategic
foothold in the market…it’s a no- brainer.
Financial services is where all the real business
revenue in crypto is” (Russo, 2018).

Currently, as of this writing,
CoinMarketCap lists BitMEX,
OKEx, Binance, Huobi, Upbit,
Bithumb, Bitfinex, HitBTC,
LBank, Bit-Z, Bibox, and
Kraken as the top-volume
exchanges. However, these
rankings have the potential to
change by the day.
Asian exchange platforms
are currently leading the
cryptocurrency trading industry. Binance,
OKEx, Huibi, Bitfinex, Upbit, and Bithumb
all have their main headquarters in Asian
countries. This is largely due to the fact that
mining is less expensive in Asia as a result of
lower energy costs, and because the Asian
economy is accustomed to mobile payments,
it
easily
understands
cryptocurrency
transactions (R., 2018).
Future Market Status of Exchanges
Exchanges
depend
directly
on
the
cryptocurrency industry as a whole. As we
have noted, exchanges are the means by
which people get into the cryptocurrency
market in the first place and they provide
options for those looking to purchase, sell,
or trade between traditional currencies and
cryptocurrencies. As long as cryptocurrency
is in existence, exchanges will continue to be
a necessary element of the cryptocurrency
network.

Growth Rate and Expectancy of Crypto
Exchanges
Like cryptocurrency itself, exchanges, as
evidenced by the Mt. Gox incident, may be
greatly impacted by hacks. “Cryptocurrency
exchanges and even the providers of digital
wallets might be susceptible to fraud” (Kumar,
2017, p. 31). Crypto exchanges are likely to
grow alongside cryptocurrency, however,
an attack on any individual exchange could
reduce trust in that exchange.
There are also positive contributors to the
growth rate and expectancy of cryptocurrency
exchanges. They will be worth much more the
more people continue to use them, and it looks
like wider spread adoption of cryptocurrency
exchanges is starting to occur.
Exchanges are becoming important enough
to cause financial institutions to take notice
and many may soon be exploring the option
of acquiring their own exchanges in the near
future. According to crypto expert, Chris
Slaughter in an interview with Bloomberg,

A Snapshot of the Top Five Exchanges in
Today’s Cryptocurrency Industry
It’s difficult to determine the true “top five
exchanges,” as there are many different
metrics that can be used to measure them and
the volume varies from day to day. However,
Bloomberg’s March 2018 study shows that
each of the top five digital assets exchanges is
making over a million dollars in trading revenue
each day. It’s proof that cryptocurrencies
are generating cash to the tune of billions of
dollars per year.
There are many other popular, reputable and
successful exchanges worth looking into.
With 212 exchanges on CoinMarketCap
and many others in their early stages of
development, these numbers could change
at any time with a new exchange usurping the
major players in the crypto exchange industry.
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The following five exchanges are
among the top-ranking crypto
exchanges of 2018 by revenue.

At or near the top of just about every
exchange list out there, Binance is also one
of the newer exchanges on the market.
Founded in China in 2017, this international,
multi-language crypto exchange is now
headquartered in Japan due to China’s
government ban on crypto trading.
Binance’s trade volume is currently #2 on
CoinMarketCap. Its daily revenue from
fees is estimated at about 3.5 million.
Binance has 324 pairs currently listed on
CoinMarketCap with BTC/USD as the top
trading pair.

This South Korean cryptocurrency
exchange, released in October 2017,
is only available to South Koreans but
nonetheless has one of the largest trade
volumes of all exchanges, offering a high
level of liquidity and several layers of
security (Kagan, 2018).
Upbit’s trade volume is currently #6 on
CoinMarketCap. Its estimated daily revenue
from fees is 3.42 million. Upbit has 259
pairs currently listed on CoinMarketCap
with EOS/KRW as the top trading pair.
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Founded in China in 2013,
Huobi has been around
for several years.
After
crypto-fiat
exchanges were banned
in China, it moved to
Singapore and is in the
process of expanding
to South Korea and San
Francisco, and potentially
London (Huillet, 2018).
Huobi’s trade volume
is currently at #3 on
CoinMarketCap.
Its
estimated
daily
revenue from fees is
2.29 million USD. Huobi
currently has 232 pairs
of cryptocurrencies listed
on CoinMarketCap with
EOS/USDT as the top
trading pair.

Since 2014, this U.S.based
blockchain
platform has prioritized
security and speed with
a unique custom trading
engine.
Built by experienced
cybersecurity engineers,
Bittrex is a popular option
for
exchanging
U.S.
dollars and Bitcoin. It’s
headquartered in Seattle.
Bittrex’s trade volume
is currently at #21 on
CoinMarketCap.
Its
estimated
daily
revenue from fees is
2.2 million USD. Bittrex
currently has 281 pairs
listed on CoinMarketCap
with BTC/USDT as the top
trading pair.

Bithumb was founded in
2013 and its headquarters
are in Seoul, South Korea.
It
only
offers
a
small
number
of
cryptocurrencies that can
be traded against the
South Korean currency,
but not against each
other. However, it remains
popular among South
Korean and international
users.
Bithumb’s trade volume
is currently at #5 on
CoinMarketCap.
Its
estimated
daily
revenue from fees is 1.8
million. Bithumb has just
31 pairs currently listed
on CoinMarketCap with
EOS/KRW as the top
trading pair.

Snapshot of Current
CryptoCurrency Exchange
Practices

73%



OF EXCHANGES
TAKE CUSTODY
OF USER FUNDS.

53%



OF EXCHANGES
SUPPORT NATIONAL
CURRENCIES

52%

OF SMALL
EXCHANGES
HOLD A LICENSE

35%
OF LARGE
EXCHANGES HOLD
A LICENSE

23%
OF EXCHANGES
LET USERS
CONTROL KEYS

The exchange sector is the first to have
emerged in the cryptocurrency industry
and remains the largest sector both in
terms of the number of companies and
employees.

73% of small exchanges have one or
two cryptocurrencies listed, while 72% of
large exchanges provide trading support
for two or more cryptocurrencies: Bitcoin
is supported by all exchanges, followed
by Ether (43%) and Litecoin (35%).



A handful of large exchanges and four
national currencies dominate global
cryptocurrency trading volumes.



Study
participants
reported
cryptocurrency trading in 42 different
national currencies.



Exchange services/activities fall into
three categories: order-book exchanges,
brokerage services, and trading platforms.
72% of small exchanges specialize in one
type of exchange activity (brokerage
services being the most widely offered),
while the same percentage of large
exchanges are providing multiple
exchange activities.
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License status across
global regions:

85%
of all exchanges based
in Asia-Pacific do not
have a license.

78%
of North Americanbased exchanges hold
a formal government
license/authorization.

47%
of European exchanges
hold a license.

43%
of Latin American
based exchanges
hold a license.
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able to return funds to
users in the event that
the exchange ceases
to
function.
Large
exchanges act more
often as custodians than
small exchanges: only
11% of large exchanges
let users control keys
compared to 30% of
small exchanges.

Risk Factors for
Cryptocurrency
Exchanges
The highest risk factor for small exchanges and the
second highest risk factor for large exchanges are security
breaches that could result in a loss of funds.
Cryptocurrencies are digital bearer assets that once transferred cannot
easily be recovered (i.e., the payment cannot be reversed unless the
recipient decides to do so). The surge in market prices of cryptocurrencies
in recent years has made exchanges a popular target for criminals, as
they handle and store large amounts of cryptocurrencies. Numerous
events have led to the loss of exchange customer funds, and a wide
variety of schemes have been employed, ranging from outside server
breaches to insider theft. In many cases, exchanges that suffered losses
were forced to close and customer funds were never recovered. One
2013 study analyzing the survival rate of 40 Bitcoin exchanges found that
over 22% of exchanges had experienced security breaches, forcing 56%
of the affected exchanges to go out of business.
Cryptocurrency Exchange Vulnerability and Security
While the whole premise of blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies
revolves around it being essentially unhackable, the exchanges that trade
these currencies are vulnerable. Investors have lost more than $700
million this year in hacks of two major cryptocurrency exchanges. The
thefts at Italy-based BitGrail and Japan’s Coincheck bring total investor
hacking losses since 2014 to around $1.4 billion, according to a Wall Street
Journal March 2018 review of recent hacks.
Cryptocurrency Exchanges as Popular Targets
73% of exchanges control customers’ private keys, making them a
potentially attractive ‘honeypot’ for hackers as these exchanges have
possession of user funds denominated in cryptocurrency.
23% of exchanges do not control customers’ private keys,
thereby
preventing exchanges from accessing customer holdings or not being
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13%

OF THE EMPLOYEES
ARE WORKING FULLTIME ON SECURITY

17%

OF THE TOTAL BUDGET
IS SPEND ON SECURTY

Security
Headcount
of
Cryptocurrency
Exchanges
On average, exchanges have 13% of their
employees working full-time on security and
spend 17% of their total budget on security.
Order-book-only exchanges (i.e., entities not
engaged in brokerage services and trading
platforms) spend two times more of their
budget on security than companies providing
solely brokerage services or pure trading
platforms.
Small exchanges also have a slightly higher
headcount (+5%) associated with security than
large exchanges do. This distribution indicates
that the security headcount for both small and
large exchanges ranges
55% of small exchanges and 74% of large
exchanges have between 0% and 10% of
employees working full-time on security.
In fact, more than half of large exchanges have
less than 6% of their headcount associated
with security.

22%

OF EXCHANGES
HAD EXPERIENCED
SECURITY BREACHES.

Similar to security headcount, small exchanges
have on average a slightly higher cost (+7%) as
a percentage of their budget associated with
security than large exchanges. 72% of large
exchanges spend less than 11%, while 61% of
small exchanges spend more than 10%. The
upper limit that both small and large exchanges
spend on security is 50% of their total budget.
External Security Use of Cryptocurrency
Exchanges
Over 70% of exchanges secure their systems
with the help of external security providers,
including external code reviewers, multisignature wallet service providers, and twofactor authentication (2FA) service providers.
However, there are differences between
small and large external security providers as
opposed to 69% of small exchanges.
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While the majority of small exchanges that
use external security providers place trust
in one to two providers, half of the large
exchanges make use of three or more external
security providers. However, more than half of
exchanges indicate that they have not come to
rely more on external security providers over
time.
Security Measures Taken by Cryptocurrency
Exchanges
Exchanges use a variety of internal security
measures to monitor production access
and restrict access to sensitive information.
However, large exchanges use them
considerably more often than small exchanges.
91% of large exchanges and 83% of small
exchanges use software to create a complete
record of all internal processes and actions
which allows them to quickly discover potential
inconsistencies. The largest difference
between small and large exchanges is in the
use of special hardware dedicated to a single
purpose (e.g., an air-gapped device for cold
storage of cryptocurrency funds), used by 91%
of large exchanges compared to only 59% of
small exchanges.
82% of large exchanges and 62% of small
exchanges also use physical site location
security systems or devices to monitor
access to facilities. 73% of large exchanges
use various types of ‘consensus mechanisms’
that require several employees to authorize a
specific action (e.g., access to customer funds),
as opposed to 55% of small exchanges. 64% of
large exchanges and 38% of small exchanges
use all four security measures.
85% of exchanges require that employees
must be over a certain threshold of seniority
within the company to get access to the
production environment. Fingerprinting is

only used by 15% of exchanges. Some
exchanges also commented that full credit
history checks might constitute a breach of
employee privacy and be difficult to defend
before a court, and also questioned whether
such checks are a good measure for deciding
whether employees should be trusted with
production access. Other exchanges indicated
that personal relationships would play an
important role in security as well. As for the
internal security measures discussed above,
large exchanges do make considerably more
use of the aforementioned actions than small
exchanges: 73% of large exchanges use three
or more compared to 48% of small exchanges.
Only 53% of small exchanges that act as a
custodian by controlling customer keys have
a written policy that outlines what happens
to customer funds in the event of a security
breach that could lead to the loss of customer
assets. In contrast, 78% of large custodial
exchanges have such a written policy.
82% of large exchanges and 64% of small
exchanges have a written policy on which
employees have access to sensitive
information, such as private keys and user
data. Another major difference between small
and large exchanges is production access:
only 63% of small exchanges have a written
policy on who has access to the production
environment compared to 92% of large
exchanges.
Having the most sophisticated security
measures in place does not necessarily
prevent malicious actors from successfully
breaking into the exchange, as the human
element is often the weakest link in any
security system.
It is essential that staff are well trained and
familiar with popular social engineering
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attacks. 79% of exchanges do provide security training programs
to their staff. Some exchanges also provide ongoing education
and training (e.g., daily or weekly case studies about possible
attack vectors). Others offer periodic training sessions and
security practice reminders.

86%

OF LARGE
EXCHANGES
SUPPORT
MULTISIGNATURE

92%

OF EXCHANGES
ARE USING COLD
STORAGE
SYSTEMS

Cold Storage Usage by Cryptocurrency Exchanges
92% of exchanges indicate that they are using some type of
cold storage system (i.e., generating and keeping keys o½ine)
to secure a portion of their own funds as well as those of their
customers. Only 8% are not using any cold storage system and
instead, keep funds in hot wallets that are online. These figures
are approximately the same for both small and large exchanges.
On average, exchanges keep 87% of total funds in cold storage
(median corresponds to 95% of total funds). There is no significant
difference between small and large exchanges with regards to
the proportion of funds held in cold storage.
All large exchanges and 95% of small exchanges that use a
cold storage system have their cold storage funds ‘air- gapped,’
meaning that they reside on storage devices that are physically
isolated from a network connection. All large exchanges have
multiple cold storage locations, as opposed to 68% of small
exchanges. 78% of large exchanges also use external parties as
part of their cold storage system, compared to only 53% of small
exchanges.
Multi-Signature Support used by Cryptocurrency Exchanges

One of the biggest advantages of digital
currencies is the ability to have the
programmable money or smart contracts.
These are basically transactions that execute
automatically when certain predetermined
conditions are met. One of the most basic forms
of programmable money is multi-signature
addresses also known as ‘multi-sig.’
Multisignature addresses are like joint bank
accounts where the transactions must be
authorized by more than one signature
holder. This is extremely useful in order to
execute transactions where trust has not been
established or to create community managed
funds. Multi-signature is supported by 86% of
production systems from large exchanges, but
only by 76% of small exchanges.
All exchanges that do not use cold storage
systems have multi- signature support.

85% of large exchanges and 75% of small
exchanges that have cold storage systems
in place also have multi- signature support.
Large exchanges that support multi-signature
architectures also more often use external
third party multi- signature platforms than small
exchanges (60% compared to 44%). While
all large exchanges distribute keys of multisignature wallets among multiple holders, 19%
of small exchanges do not.
All large exchanges encrypt private keys
when they are not in use, but 9% of small
exchanges do not. 100% of large exchanges
and 91% of small exchanges store key backups
in distinct geographical locations.
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What Causes Price Discrepancies
Across Different Exchanges?
Lack of Standardized Pricing in Crypto
Without the centralized model, which has
driven global economies to this day, crypto
markets have and will continue their course
in price discrepancy. Cryptocurrency (Bitcoin,
Ether, Litecoin, etc) is not pegged to the USD
or to any other fiat currency, nor is it linked
to a particular country or to an exchange. As
such, supply and demand vary depending
upon the time and the market and the prices of
cryptocurrency fluctuate
accordingly.
There are no established norms in the
pricing of cryptocurrency. This causes the
pricing to be based purely on supply and
demand economics.
Liquidity
The total supply of an instrument determines
the ease with which it can be bought and
sold and directly correlates to the volatility in
pricing. Due to the differences in supply and

demand across exchanges, the impact of
trading volume and demand will be received
by different exchanges with varying degrees
of intensity. An exchange with a relatively
larger volume and higher liquidity, may not be
subject to as many ebbs and flows in prices
compared to a smaller volume exchange
(Pisani and Haselton, 2017).
Currency Movement
Moving money across exchanges can be
inefficient and requires a great deal of
collateral to do so in a smooth fashion.
Factors that limit successful movement
include network congestion of the blockchain,
deposit/withdraw processes of each entity
and the speed of those approvals. As a result,
it’s difficult for traders to arbitrage differences
across exchanges, which allows these price
differences to persist for longer than they
would in a more efficient market.

Average Estimate Prices
The accurate or real prices of Bitcoin, Ether, or
any other cryptocurrency are dictated in large
part by public opinions and large traders (Pisani
and Haselton, 2017). Pricing discrepancy in
cryptocurrency is still deeply determined
by the individuals involved in the worldwide
crypto market as they command the exchange.
Given that there is no global standard for the
price of a single bitcoin, how can investors be
sure that Google, a digital currency exchange,
or another price tracker is accurate? The short
answer is - these prices are not guaranteed to
be accurate.
Given that there is no global standard for the
price of a single bitcoin, how can investors be
sure that Google, a digital currency exchange,
or another price tracker is accurate? The short
answer is - these prices are not guaranteed to
be accurate.
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One reason for this pricing uncertainty is
because most Bitcoin price trackers calculate
an average estimate or a recently-traded price
of Bitcoin based on the transaction history
of a prominent bitcoin exchange. Google, for
example, bases its figures of of the Coinbase
API, which is why it links the value of bitcoin to
a U.S. dollar.
In addition to these inaccuracies, investors must
be mindful of the fact that the actual price of
buying a single bitcoin in an exchange is likely
to be higher. This is because most exchanges
require some transaction fee which is typically
modest in comparison to the price of a bitcoin,
but does introduce further inaccuracies into
the price that may be listed.
Finally, different countries and global
regions exhibit different levels of demand
for cryptocurrencies which in turn further
influences pricing (Dollentas, 2017).
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A DETAILED
LOOK AT
THE IBINEX
SOLUTION
How Ibinex Adds Real
Value
In finance, intrinsic value refers to the value of a company,
stock, currency or product, determined through fundamental
analysis without reference to its market value. It is also
frequently called fundamental value.
It is ordinarily calculated by summing the discounted future
income generated by the asset to obtain the present value.
Alternatively, a value proposition is a promise of value to be
delivered, communicated, and acknowledged. It is also a belief
of the customer about how value (benefit) will be delivered,
experienced and acquired.
The value proposition by Ibinex applies to the entire client
organization. The creation of this value proposition is part of
our business strategy.
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The value proposition is based on a review
and analysis of the benefits, costs, and value
that the cryptocurrency marketplace can and
will provide an organization provided it is in
possession of the proper catalyst to deliver it
to its customers, prospective customers, and
other constituent groups within and outside
the organization.
Ibinex protocol harnesses these achievements
in its aspirations to bridge the new economy
and bring it to a stable daily use for the
everyday trader.

In simple terms, Ibinex is an SDK (software
development kit) product that gives developers
and entrepreneurs the ability to offer their
visionary products to the general public without
the need for various distribution channels. It’s
similar to Google Play and Apple iStore—just in
the crypto exchange and trading space.
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Our Target Market
Our target market is diverse, including retail
financial firms looking to branch out to the
crypto space, to crypto entrepreneurs eyeing
their next venture, to existing crypto exchanges
planning to upgrade their current offerings and
modules.
Our offerings will additionally be directed at
talented developers with financial knowledge
and technical background who desire to offer
their skillset to the mass market through a rev
share, commission, or fix price model to the

end users; whether they’re a private trader or
sophisticated institutional investor.
Developers can be individuals ranging from
any of the following: single coder/wellfinanced startup or tech company/algo/HFT
/ financial engineers / hedge fund managers/
ETF managers/ mathematicians / statistic
experts / cryptocurrency analysts/ traditional
financial analysts / portfolio managers / fx
book holders / market makers / OTC desks/
technical analysts.

YOUR BRAND.
WE BUILD.
THEY TRADE.
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The Ibinex Solution
Roadmap in Detail
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The Ibinex roll-out will happen in the following three phases:

MARKETS CUSTODIAL
SERVICES

700

PH

500

400

Phase 2: Connecting
Phase 2 will kick-off with the beta launch of Markets (Alpha), our
borderless exchange API trading platform in Q2 2019. Markets will
open the Ibinex network to third-party providers such as popular
existing exchanges, SAS, market makers, financial engineers,
algo-trading systems and on/off market trade desks. Markets
Custodial Services (Crypto) will be rolled-out Q3 2019 and Phase 2
will finalize with the official Markets (Beta) launch Q3 2019.

AMERICAN
CUSTODIAL LICENSING

300

200

Phase 3: Free Market
Phase 3, beginning Q1 2020, will focus on establishing our free
market crypto-economy with the public release of the Ibinex
infrastructure protocol. With the release of our exchange code,
any developer will be allowed to build on top of our infrastructure,
enabling mainstream consumer applications to integrate
cryptocurrencies seamlessly into their existing applications. Phase
3 will complete with our ETF development Q1 2021.

TOKEN
RELEASE
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50

E0

1

100

ONBOARD CENTER
(KYC MANILA)

ADDITIONAL
EUROPEAN EXCHANGE LICENSING

PH

EXCHANGES
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2

600

Phase 1: Building Exchanges and Infrastructure
The first phase of development will focus on implementing
exchanges and infrastructure with a projected launch date for
Ibinex (Alpha) (exchange in a box) in Q4 2018 followed by Token
Release for Ibinex Q1 2019. The Connect Exchange Bridge will be
rolled out early Q1 2019 followed soon after by our onboard center
opening in Manila. Ibinex (Beta) will follow suit at the beginning of
2019. Phase 1 will be completed with our finalization of licensure
with the European Exchange planned for Q1 2019, followed by
American Custodial licensing applications, slated for February.

Q4
2018

Q1
2019

Q2
2019

Q3
2019

Q1
2020

Q1
2021
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SOLUTION #1
IBINEX
Ibinex is a full stack institutional white label platform where anyone can set
up their own customized cryptocurrency exchange in less than a month.

The Ibinex partner portal is designed to allow for the
seamless management of customer accounts and a
complete client management solution. By monitoring
trading activity, reporting and the integration of
advanced analytics and business intelligence, Ibinex
will offer its clients an unprecedented transparency
into their businesses.
Problem
A lack of transparency and inconsistent regulation
across the entire cryptocurrency industry combined
with technical issues, such as lack of liquidity and
availability, is hindering wider-spread acceptance,
adoption, and investment by the general public.
Solution
The Ibinex solution provides a much-needed stability
to the cryptocurrency market by standardizing onboarding, KYC and consumer education with the
latest security-hardened technologies.
Our transparent approach to cryptocurrency trading
not only allows for increased liquidity and availability,
it provides the consumer with the tools they need
to make informed decisions by allowing them to
compare across multiple marketplaces, ensuring

the best-fit transaction and granting a much
friendlier user experience while still protected
by the best security practices in the industry.
Competitive Analysis
While technically our indirect competitor,
Ibinex has a symbiotic relationship with
existing cryptocurrency exchanges. Ibinex
utilizes the liquidity and accessibility of the
exchange while increasing the overall trading
volume, paying the same transaction fees
which regular users would pay and reduce
the overhead of KYC / AML checks and other
regulatory requirements. The Connect bridge
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also allows these exchanges access to liquidity
and availability, which they would not normally
have, as the Connect API connects between all
major cryptocurrency exchanges, as well as all
Ibinex client brands.
Ibinex is bridging the gap between traditional
exchanges and crypto traders. With this new
and innovative platform, gone are the days
when financial institutions had to develop
their own exchange and privately source
cryptocurrency liquidity, eliminating the pain of
what used to be a tedious procedure. Ibinex
offers a dedicated and completely private,
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institutional white-label platform where anyone
can set up their own customized cryptocurrency
exchange within just a few weeks.
The first platform of its kind, Ibinex was
developed on the pillars of security and
trust: ensuring a safe and secure method for
the end user to transact, while providing an
unparalleled amount of transparency between
traders and exchanges.
Ibinex continues to strive for excellence as we
invest in cutting-edge solutions. From retail coin
wallets and exchange platforms to institutional
OTC (over the counter) offerings for large
off-exchange transactions, marketing tools
and professional services helping customers
navigate latest changes to regulations, Ibinex
offers all of the products and services needed
to support individual enterprises.
After years of experience, research and user
feedback, Ibinex developed a private labeled
solution that not only addressed the basics
of trading but also provided an attractive and
easy-to-use experience with special attention
to aesthetics and detail. The platform is
designed to be simple, beautiful, useful, and
accessible, with a special focus on ensuring
a smooth and continuous user experience
throughout the entire solution. Additional
resources such as education providers, social
trading, risk management, and affiliation tools
combine to create a superior experience for
clients, their partners, and end users alike.
Compliance with Regulations
The sales process of Ibinex is set on
aligning client requirements with industry
demand, helping users avoid any legal red
tape. The ecosystem tailors its services to
be in the clear when it comes to legality,
preventing businesses from challenges that

would otherwise arise and ultimately hinder
them. This includes following all regulatory
requirements, offering the proper solutions
for each geographic region, allowing clients to
choose their base currency and making sure
we are in tow with customs and traditions.
Regarding regulations, Ibenix stays alert
to new governmental regulations in the
cryptocurrency sphere in most parts of the
world. In the USA, Ibinex is registered with
FinCEN (Financial Crimes Enforcement Center),
a bureau of the US Department of Treasury
that aims to thwart financial crimes. Ibinex is
currently in the works of pursuing to satisfy
regulatory requirements in the states of New
York, Florida, Texas, Illinois and California. It
is also seeking registration with AusTrack-- the
Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis
Centre, which, like FinCEN monitors financial
crime, but in Australia. Additionally, Ibinex
strives to observe and respect the customs
and traditions of countries across the globe,
including those of Asia and the Middle East.
In Europe, the EU has a ruling called the GDPR,
or the General Data Protection Regulation, a
set of obligations businesses must adhere to if
they collect, store, use or protect consumers’
personal data. Intended as a means of data
security, the GDPR decrees legislation on the
data of both EU and EEA (European Economic
Area) residents.
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IBINEX FEATURES

TAILORED FRONT END
CONTENT WEBSITE

FULL CRM & BACK
OFFICE SOLUTION

Ibinex provides a tailored,
front-end
website
with
a
fully-integrated,
web-based
trading platform and Content
Management System (CMS).
Offering flexible, front-end user
trading while preserving your
brand’s personal touch, our
solution showcases practicality
and
performance-driven
features.

The

Ibinex

AGGREGATED
LIQUIDITY EXCHANGE
ecosystem

Receive access to a first-tier array

assimilates a complete Customer
Relationship
Management
(CRM)
which
complements
your
web-based
exchange
platform, including KYC/AML
documentation,
collection,
verification, and account and
money management, resulting
in an effortless back-office
administration workflow and
smooth UI/UX.

of “Top of the Book” API bridges
from over 60-leading exchanges
for hundreds of cryptocurrencies.
Monitor the Ibinex stream and
become a leading exchange
market for elite, in-demand
cryptocurrencies.

COMPLETE
PROCESSING SOLUTIONS

COMPLIANT
BANKING SOLUTION

SECURE ENVIRONMENT

Ibinex is changing the game
for cryptocurrency payment
processing.
With
exclusive
payment solutions, we are
revolutionizing
the
way
crypto is bought and sold and
turbocharging the possibilities
for your exchange to thrive in
maximum liquidity.

Ibinex
is
the
first
ever
cryptocurrency
exchange
platform
with
a
finance
transaction license, offering fullycompliant and licensed custodian
processing and accounts. Ibinex
is licensed to facilitate payments
via swipe-and-transmit from fiat
to a base currency.

The Ibinex platform is securely
guarded 24/7 in a private cloud
and crypto-based funds held
in shielded, impregnable cold
wallets. Cybersecurity experts
maintain the platform, while
cold wallets are safely out of
unauthorized reach.
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However, it
isn’t
only the
companies that operate in the EU
that must follow the requirements
of the GDPR; all companies,
regardless of location, must obey
the GDPR requisites if they serve
EU/EEA citizens. One such GDPR
requisite is the anonymization
of personal data, so that it is
inaccessible for public use without
the consent of the subjects.
Another one dictates that the
data cannot be processed unless
done so with the specifications
set by the GDPR. This regulation
also applies to the export of
personal data belonging to
European residents. Ibinex shares
a fiduciary responsibility to this set
of regulations. As such, it handles
all personal information with
complete regard to its legality as
mandated by the GDPR.
Shared Resources
Ibinex includes a bevy of shared
resources across the platform.
Users share information through
different mediums within the
ecosystem. These resources
incorporate coins, liquidity and
educational materials, all of which
can be shared by a set of users
even when offered by a single
user. Ibinex broadens the network
through
counterparties
and
liquidity providers. All in all, Ibinex
has positioned itself to be the
backbone infrastructure provider
in the retail crypto industry.

Laying Out the Ibinex
Sales Process

Create the Opportunity: Ibinex will certify
the extension of its services to its clients. It
will finalize the partnership and prepare the
documents to move ahead.

Lead verification: We begin by identifying and verifying
the status of the clients. This includes a thorough review
of details, setting up an introductory phone call and
establishing contacts.

Move Forward: Ibinex will move forward by
setting up the demo for the client and providing
a contract.

Discuss Client Requirements: Ibinex will confer with
the clients regarding their background and their current
needs. It will also provide the background on Ibinex
itself and how it works.

01

LEAD VERIFICATION

02

DISCUSS CLIENT REQUIREMENTS

03

CREATE THE OPPORTUNITY

04

MOVE FORWARD

05

PLAN THE PROJECT

06

GO LIVE

Plan The Project: Ibinex will begin planning
the project for kick off. This involves setting up
and enabling the client environment.
Go Live: The project will launch after clients
are on-boarded and all contracts are signed.
Following that, we transition the client to
support and accounts payable.
Decentralized - Centralized Topology
Ibinex deploys the unique condition known as
a decentralized - centralized network, meaning
that although the network is configured like a
decentralized network, one in which no single
person has control over the entire system, it
also functions in the centralized aspect, in that
one party — Ibinex — offers all the solutions to
the network. The platform has been built with
redundancy in mind, so that regardless if a
business is attacked or if the system is brought
down, there will be no single point of failure, as
everything is under our brand and supervision.
It also has a network of customer service
agents to offer assistance should a client be
beset with difficulty.
Final Result
The final result is a solution that allows
white-label clients to focus on growing their
businesses. Ibinex handles the research
and development of the latest features and
technologies: complete onboarding and KYC
procedures, full fiat-to-crypto processing
solutions with custodianship, deep “top of
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the book” liquidity, and integrated 24/7 live
customer support, ensuring clients are up-todate and compliant with the latest regulations
and policies. At the same time, clients are now
exempt from setup fees, with a simple 0.1% fee
on exchange volume afterward.
The result is nothing short of an entire
“exchange in a box” solution.
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SOLUTION #2
Connect
Connect is a progressive backend infrastructure built to connect existing
major exchanges and Ibinex exchanges into a single trading network.

Problem
Institutions find that liquidity solutions, which
may meet their needs, are generally bundled
with third-party applications, native platforms,
or a combination of both. As a result, traders
are not receiving the benefit of fair pricing
due to lack of connectivity between different
exchange trade books and a shortage of
liquidity.
Solution
Connect is the simple solution for any
institution, already in possession of a platform,
but with no go-to-market API-based solution.
Connect spares you the difficulty and cost
of aggregating multiple liquidities and multiasset instruments while relying on technology
providers to access tight pricing on a wide
selection of cryptocurrency markets.

Competitive Analysis
Cryptocurrencies are generally traded through
networks of centralized and decentralized
exchanges. Each exchange has a number of
buyers and sellers who all participate in the
process of price discovery.
The connections between these different
exchanges are limited as users tend to cluster
around what they consider to be the ‘best’
exchange.

Some professional traders will arbitrage across
the various exchanges to take advantage of
price differences, however, in times of high
volatility, this arbitrage activity is not sufficient
to equalize prices across all exchanges.
The demand is strong for our Connect
technology, giving users the opportunity to
buy or sell cryptocurrency from any exchange
without having an account. Connect’s liquidity
aggregator will allow customers to have access
to one unified order book listing pricing at any
major exchange.

Powering each and every trade
on white-label exchanges is
Connect. The Ibinex Connect is
a patent-pending proprietary
soft solution which aggregates
the best contracts from the
premier currency exchanges
and indexes in real time,
allowing clients to offer their
end users the most attractive,
live “top of book” prices in the
world.
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SOLUTION #3
Markets
Markets will construct robust API’s to open the Ibinex network to third-party
providers such as SaAS, market makers, financial engineers, algo-trading
systems, on/off market trade desks, and more. This along with additional
features makes Ibinex the most diverse crypto trading infrastructure in the
world today.

Problem
Without the infrastructure allowing exchanges
to remain open to third-party development,
the overall user experience and value of the
crypto-exchange system will never be able to
successfully evolve.
Every digital ecosystem starts out as a digital
platform, and according to the World Economic
Forum, the platform economy is expected to
disrupt all, or certainly, most existing sectors
while stimulating the birth of many new ones.
According to Irving Wladawsky-Berger of
MIT, a platform or complement strategy
di”ers from a product strategy in that it
requires an external ecosystem to generate
complementary product or service innovations
and build positive feedback between the
complements and the platform.
The effect leads to a much greater potential for
innovation and growth than a single productoriented firm could ever generate alone.
As the scale of cryptocurrency increases, so
will the value of our crypto ecosystem, helping
it attract more complementary offerings, which
in turn will attract more users and further
increase the value of the crypto landscape.

Solution
Markets, our borderless exchange trading
function, offers customers an open API
(application program interface) opening the
Ibinex network to multiple providers.
An API is a set of routines, protocols, and tools
for building software applications. In short, an
API specifies how software components should
interact. Fundamentally, an API allows two (or
more) pieces of software to communicate with
one another in a standardized way, allowing
for a much-improved flow of information and
commands.
Although an API is not required for two pieces of
software to communicate, it does dramatically
improve the efficiency of the communication.
The advantage of using an API to get different
pieces of software to talk to each other is
that by having that means of communication
standardized and documented, the flow of
information becomes much more robust and
straightforward.
Markets APIs will open access to key features
of the platform, which are hugely important for
integrations with other exchanges. These APIs
will allow customers to access market data,
manage funds, obtain and receive market data
and perform trading operations across multiple
exchanges.
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Competitive Analysis
AlphaPoint: A Blockchain digitization and
trading platform, AlphaPoint works with digital
asset networks to manage assets and minimize
costs associated with operating a business. It
permits businesses to launch new products and
digitize assets through a Blockchain platform.
AlphaPoint seeks to make illiquid assets liquid
and supports 24-hour trading.
BlockEx: Providing a blockchain-based digital
asset exchange platform, BlockEx oversees
a variety of digital asset activities including
exchange, insurance, origination, settlement,
and redemption. Businesses can use BlockEx
to supply and distribute bonds, loans and
ICOs with the Digital Asset Creation Tool. Its
Brokerage Software assists companies with
digital asset trading with their investors with a
suite of features.
LMAX: LMAX Exchange is a multilateral trading
facility for foreign exchanges that serves
asset managers, retail brokers, corporates,
and banks. It produces scalable technology
that improves trade matching, conveying
transparent costs of trade for both buyers and
sellers. LMAX Global enables brokers and
traders to trade on a central limit order book,
a trading solution to accelerate liquidity from
major banks and trading firms.

Description
The Markets infrastructure will be more than
just a technical implementation. In order
for the mainstream user to further embrace
cryptocurrency, it’s our responsibility to
challenge the internal crypto culture and
existing crypto exchange business models.
Markets will do just that.
APIs are at the heart of every truly open
decentralized crypto-economy.

The purpose of Markets shared
a network of communication
between the world’s crypto
exchanges is to increase
innovation, foster collaboration,
extend client reach and lower
costs compared to existing
crypto exchange systems.
A key concept of Markets is to support the
shifting paradigm of using open source
technologies to enable third-party developers
to build applications on top of the exchange’s
existing infrastructure.
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SOLUTION #4
TRADER
ONBOARDING
CENTER
Our fully staffed operational center in Manila combined with the most
advanced software technology will ensure a smoother onboarding process
for all Ibinex clients.

Problem
One of the biggest KYC challenges faced by
cryptocurrency is the amount of time spent on
onboarding new clients. One survey revealed
that the average time to onboard a new client
is 26 days and expected to rise. This implies
additional calls for documentation and extra
work for compliance staff. The customer is
required to secure and submit the requested
official documents. Compliance needs to run
more checks, submit more paperwork, and

occupy more of their busy workday with rote
tasks. This time delay adds significant costs to
the entire onboarding process, impacting the
bottom-line as well as risking the loss of the
customer altogether.
Solution
Our state-of-the-art facility in Manila, Philippines
is equipped with the most advanced automated
software in KYC processing. Our dedicated
staff is trained to manage high amounts of
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onboarding, with turnaround times as short as the same day. The Ibinex onboarding center is
available 24/7, even during peak volume periods, to quickly and efficiently onboard customers
while ensuring compliance with regulatory guidelines.
Description
Know Your Customer (KYC) procedures are a critical
function to assess and monitor customer risk and
a legal requirement to comply with Anti- Money
Laundering (AML) Laws.
Record-breaking fines issued by regulators
worldwide, notably in the UK and US, dominated
the financial services landscape in 2017. This looks
likely to continue in 2018 if regulators identify further
failings with firms’ compliance with money laundering
prevention, sanctions, and tax requirements. Cultural
acceptance toward compliance-driven objectives
should be a priority for cryptocurrency exchanges if
they wish to avoid their reputation being tarnished by
similar scandals.

“KYC” refers to
the steps taken
by a financial
institution (or
business) to:

ESTABLISH CUSTOMER IDENTITY

Exchanges operating on a global basis will also need
to demonstrate a robust compliance framework
ensuring that each territory has su cient oversight and
that anti-money- laundering regulatory requirements
are being adhered to at both the local and global level.
UNDERSTAND THE NATURE OF THE
CUSTOMER’S ACTIVITIES (THE PRIMARY
GOAL IS TO SATISFY THAT THE SOURCE OF
THE CUSTOMER’S FUNDS IS LEGITIMATE)

ASSESS MONEY LAUNDERING RISKS
ASSOCIATED WITH THAT CUSTOMER
FOR PURPOSES OF MONITORING THE
CUSTOMER’S ACTIVITIES

To create and run an effective KYC program
requires the following elements:

and corrupt Politically Exposed Persons
(PEPs).

 Customer Identification Program (CIP)
The
CIP
mandates
that
a n y
individual conducting financial transactions needs
to have their identity verified. As a provision
in the Patriot Act, it’s designed to limit money
laundering, terrorism funding, corruption, and
other illegal activities. The desired outcome is
that financial institutions accurately identify their
customers.

There are three levels of due diligence:

A critical element to a successful CIP is a risk
assessment, both on the institutional and the
individual level. While the CIP provides guidance,
it’s up to the individual institution to determine
the exact level of risk and policy for that risk level.
 Customer Due Diligence
You need to make sure any potential customer is
worthy. Customer due diligence (CDD) is a critical
element of effectively managing your risks and
protecting yourself against criminals, terrorists,



Simplified Due Diligence (“SDD”)
is for situations where the risk
for money laundering or terrorist
funding is low and a full CDD is
not necessary. For example: low
value accounts or accounts where
checks are being made on other
levels.



Basic Customer Due Diligence
(“CDD”) is information obtained for
all customers to verify the identity
of a customer and assess the risks
associated with that customer.



Enhanced Due Diligence (“EDD”)
refers to additional information
collected for higher-risk customers
to provide a deeper understanding
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of customer activity to mitigate
associated risks. In the end, while
some EDD factors are specifically
enshrined in a country’s legislation,
it’s up to a financial institution
to determine their risk and take
measures to ensure they are not
dealing with bad customers.

 Ongoing Monitoring
It’s not enough to check your customer once,
you need to have a program that knows your
customer on an ongoing basis. The ongoing
monitoring function includes oversight of
financial transactions and accounts based on
thresholds developed as part of a customer’s
risk profile.
Conclusion

Highly complex KYC and EDD
activity can severely inhibit the
onboarding process for new
customers, often causing them
to look elsewhere.
The added layers of these procedures are
making matters worse as it can now take up to
two months to onboard a new client according
to Reuters, with complex dual citizenships
usually taking the most time.
Large exchanges have proprietary systems
to accelerate this process, but for mid-sized
exchanges, this is a serious headache—not
only does it extend their time-to-revenue from

corporate clients, it can also turn them away
entirely and lead them straight into the hands
of their larger competitors.
For the Ibinex exchanges, outsourcing their
KYC to our dedicated team in Manila is a
compelling solution. Our Manila team has agile,
tried, and tested KYC systems already in place,
is perpetually responsive to the changing
regulatory requirements, and has highly skilled
personnel dedicated to navigating the KYC and
EDD challenge in the shortest time possible.
Plugging into a KYC-as-a-Service enables
Ibinex partners to seriously punch above
their weight, by accelerating their onboarding
of new clients to match (and often beat) the
capabilities of large exchanges, dramatically
reducing their overall compliance costs and
helping them get ahead—and stay ahead —of
the constantly shifting regulatory landscape.
This, in turn, releases internal resources that
can be redirected in support of the exchange’s
core revenue drivers and day- to-day business
management.
It is clear that the regulatory squeeze is set to
continue for the foreseeable future. Exchanges
that have the vision to accept this notion and
take positive steps to reorganize internally will
not only be able to defend their ground against
larger competitors, they may even turn KYC
into a competitive differentiator.
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SOLUTION #5
ESTABLISHED
LICENSING
Ibinex plans to meet regulatory guidelines and obtain licensing in the
following jurisdictions: select U.S. States (MSB license), EU (Estonian
Virtual Exchange and E-Wallet Licenses), Malta, and Asia.

Problem
Many describe cryptocurrency trade as an
online Wild West where sheriffs are largely
absent. As of today, online cryptocurrency
exchanges are still largely unregulated, at risk
of being hacked, and present multiple risks to
consumers.
Individuals involved in the crypto-exchange
industry may experience problems if they’re not
vigilant of the rules and regulations governing
the jurisdiction where they’re trading.
Federal and state laws require people
and companies to be licensed as money
transmitters if they transmit funds from one
person to another.
Over the past few years, a number of individuals
and businesses have been arrested and

charged with financial crimes related to the
unlicensed transmission of Bitcoin and other
crypto coins.
Solution
To dramatically reduce these risks and provide
a regulated platform for every user, Ibinex is
committed to meeting regulatory guidelines
and obtaining proper licensure in the following
jurisdictions:
United States
In select states of the U.S., Ibinex plans to
obtain the MSB license. MSB stands for money
services business. It’s a legal term used by
financial regulators to describe businesses that
transmit or convert money. The definition was
created to encompass more than just banks
and is now applied to cryptocurrency as well.
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An MSB has specific meanings in
different jurisdictions, but generally
includes any business that transmits
money or representatives of money,
provides foreign currency exchange,
or cashes checks or other moneyrelated instruments.

WORLDWIDE

Licenses

In the U.S., a business must comply
with federal regulation and obtain
licensure in any state whose
regulation requires it.

MSB License (USA)
Legal term used by financial
regulators to describe businesses
that transmit or convert money.

Money transmission in the U.S. is
considered a privilege, not a right,
so the MSB licensure application
process itself is rigorous, and
appropriately so.
European Union
In the EU, Ibinex has obtained licensure
via the Estonian Virtual Exchange for
cryptocurrency exchange and wallet
service provider licenses. The first
license allows companies that deal
with virtual currency exchanging fiat
to crypto, crypto to fiat, and crypto to
crypto.
The second license is for providers
of a virtual currency wallet service.
It allows companies providing
virtual currency (hot and cold) wallet
service in the framework of which the
company generates keys for clients
or keeps clients’ encrypted keys,
which can be used for the purpose
of keeping, storing and transferring
virtual currencies. This service
means offering custodial services
of credentials necessary to access
virtual currencies
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EU License
In the EU, Ibinex has obtained
licensure via the Estonian
Virtual Exchange for
cryptocurrency exchange and
wallet service provider licenses.

Malta License
Malta aims to become the
European hub for digital
currency ventures.

Asia License
Japan announced it would be
launching the first self-regulatory
body for its cryptocurrency
exchange industry.

Malta
Malta’s Prime Minister Dr. Joseph Muscat
claimed that Malta is striving to be “the global
trailblazer in the regulation of blockchainbased businesses and the jurisdiction of quality
and choice for world-class fintech companies.”
Following the success of its regulatory
framework within the online gaming industry,
a new governmental body will be created for
the cryptocurrency industry. Malta plans to
build a friendly but fair, transparent and secure
regulatory framework for the crypto sector.
Ultimately, Malta aims to become the European
hub for digital currency ventures.
Asia
In April (2018), Japan announced it would be
launching the first self-regulatory body for its
cryptocurrency exchange industry.
The country’s sixteen licensed exchange
operators have taken steps to finally launch
what will become known as the Japanese
Cryptocurrency Exchange Association (JCEA).
The new group, comprised of the first 16
licensed Japanese virtual currency exchanges,
will have the power to create, enforce rules and
set fines, and eventually, develop standards
for ICOs.
This new movement in Japan’s regulatory
sector will serve as a role model for other
Asian countries and ensure tighter protection
for consumers involved in a crypto exchange
throughout Asia.

Competitive Analysis
The highest risk factor for small exchanges and
second highest risk factor for large exchanges
are security breaches that could result in a loss
of funds. While small exchanges have a higher
rate of compliance with 52 percent of them
holding a formal government license, only 35
percent of large exchanges hold a license at
the time this paper was written. As well, on
average, security headcount corresponds to
only 13% of total employees and 17% of the
budget is spent on security.
This data indicates an ever-growing necessity
for regulatory attention in the crypto industry
space, and Ibinex aims to meet this market
need.

The recent increase in
regulatory measures being
implemented in the crypto
space is further evidence of
the financial world’s growing
acceptance of cryptocurrency
as a legitimate market asset.
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SOLUTION #6
List
AFFORDABLE COIN
LISTING

Description
Significant events, such as a recent article
published by the IMF titled:
Crypto assets may one day reduce the demand
for central bank money, is evidence that the
cryptoeconomy is gaining user adoption.
The SEC also recently created a new role in
June (2018) which will directly coordinate SEC
laws overall SEC divisions related to emerging
digital asset technologies and innovations
including ICOs and cryptocurrencies.

Both the IMF and the SEC’s attitudes toward
cryptocurrency, while both still vigilant and
cautious, reflect the increased attention
our global financial regulatory bodies are
dedicating to the crypto ecosystem.
The more crypto exchanges cooperate with
these regulatory institutions by obtaining the
proper licensure, the more stable and secure
the overall crypto marketplace will become.

Ibinex enables clients to add any coin they choose via their own exchange
at an affordable (zero fiat) cost making it instantly accessible to the entire
Connect trading network (subject to any applicable law and\or regulatory
framework).

Problem
Exchanges wield huge power in the crypto
market as access to larger ones can mean the
difference between success and failure for
many projects.

tokens listed. According to CNN “It sounds
like the market price to list a crypto token on
an exchange is $1 million for a reasonably
regarded token, to $3 million for an opportunity
to get quick liquidity.” Bitcoinist.com wrote on
April 7, 2018, that most exchanges, both small
and large, often charge for projects to have
tokens and coins listed. A $1 million listing
charge is higher than the cost to list on most
stock exchanges, the mainstream equivalent.

On May 12, 2018, Business Insider found that
exchanges are charging (companies) anywhere
between $50,000 to $1 million to get their

These costs reflect the current power
imbalance between exchanges and crypto
projects.
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Solution
Our affordable coin solution removes the
obstacle of needing to procure what many
believe are unreasonably high funds to list
coins on major exchanges.

Description
One of the critical events for new coins is
getting listed on an exchange. It makes buying
and selling the coin far easier and confirms a
coin’s legitimacy.

The ability to list any coin you choose at zero
fiat cost will support increased user adoption
and open the gateway for many more projects
to enter the cryptocurrency exchange market
in the near future.

Some exchanges do not have a definitive set
of criteria to get a coin listed as each project
and client is unique, while others have a more
stringent process.

Competitive Analysis
Most cryptocurrency exchanges don’t publicly
advertise their listing fees.
The bigger the exchange, the higher the price
that must be paid for tapping into its liquidity
pool and community of existing users.
Securing support from big exchanges isn’t
essential, but without such adoption, altcoins
risk being marginalized and inaccessible to the
masses.
It’s one of the many paradoxes within the
crypto space. For crypto to go mainstream, it
needs to be on mainstream platforms.
Ibinex’s no-cost listing fee feature will assist
in further stabilizing the power imbalance
currently held by the larger crypto exchanges,
ultimately leading to a more equitable and
enticing trading experience for all.

A recent article on finder.com.au describes the
world of cryptocurrency and an exchange as a
‘great bazaar’ where prospective traders come
to buy and sell assets to each other as their
value shifts up and down.
If you’re the creator of one of these assets,
like a new altcoin, then you need to get your
product into as many shopfronts in that bazaar
as possible. Because of the higher your
visibility, the more the demand and the greater
your altcoin’s value.
According to Ted Lin, co-founder of Binance,
less than 3% of all applicants in their coin list
review pipeline are accepted. “So don’t be
alarmed or worry if your project is not approved
for listing on Binance”, says Lin, “as that is
actually the norm.”
Given the complex listing process of the major
exchanges and the challenge of sourcing
outside funds in order to get a coin listed in the
first place, Ibinex’s List feature fills a necessary
gap in the exchange industry allowing many
more participants into the crypto marketplace.
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SOLUTION #7
IBINEX PUBLIC
PROTOCOL
RELEASE
A release of the exchange code - allowing any developer to build on top of
our infrastructure
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Problem
There is still much room for improvement
in the user experience of cryptocurrencies
and only an open platform can fill this need.
When development is not open, all developers
may share a certain blind spot or fail to
notice a certain error. Open source software
development is essential to building trust and
safety into blockchain networks.

Open source is the process
in which a cryptocurrency
project creates a computer
network that allows connected
participants to reach an
agreement over shared
data (the blockchain of the
cryptocurrency).

Solution
In order to enable mainstream consumer
applications to integrate cryptocurrencies
seamlessly into their existing applications,
Ibinex’s protocol and platform will be released
to the public with the aim of spearheading a
new phase of user adoption at internet scale
of blockchain technology.
With Ibinex’s public protocol and platform
release as an open-source project, we commit
ourselves to an open development ethos and
community. We’re excited to share exchange
code and our first implementation of the
protocol as we are developing it, allowing any
developer to build on top of our infrastructure,
review our progress and contribute back if
they want to.
We look forward to working with the developer
community to enhance and extend the value
of Ibinex and to support the development of
applications on top of Ibinex.
Competitive Analysis
When a project is developed open source there
isn’t a single checkpoint in the development
process. As a result, no company or individual
makes, owns, and sells the software. Just as
there is no single company that powers the
Bitcoin network, neither is there one company
that makes the software that, when running on
internet connected computers, creates that
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network. This decentralization in technology
production provides several significant
advantages to all participants within the crypto
ecosystem.
First, the majority of developers in an open
source project are motivated primarily because
they want to use the product they are making.
They aren’t under contract to build something
for someone else; they have a personal need
and they are addressing it. This leads to
greater innovation and brings an individual’s
personal knowledge of the problem into their
development contribution.

Secondly, when development happens
collaboratively and in the open, redundancy
can be avoided, and troublesome, complicated,
or redundant code can be identified and
simplified much more rapidly.
Finally, people will organically come and go
within an open source project depending
on their interests and expertise at the time.
As a result, no one gets stuck working on
projects they no longer care about and fresh
minds appear frequently to offer different
perspectives on longstanding problems or
offer new avenues for development.

Description
The software that allows any particular
participant to connect to the network is called
a client, and that client software is released
and developed open source.
Often times these clients are developed by
several unaffiliated participants as a general
version of the network software (i.e. a
reference client) from which specific mining,
wallet, exchange, or other network-compatible
software can be built.
The Bitcoin Core reference client, for example,
is the product of over 15,000 unique code
contributions from more than
450 unaffiliated individual
developers.
The software is available for free use and
modification under the permissive MIT
copyright license (a permissive free software
license originating at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology). The full history of that
development is visible within a public software
repository hosted by Github, a cloud-services
provider that allows anyone to sign-up for an
account, upload new code and track changes.
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The public repository also keeps track of what
is commonly referred to as “forks” of the code in
the reference client. A “fork” creates a clone of
the original software that can then be modified
for a specific purpose without changing the
original repository. Developers freely ‘fork’
the Bitcoin Core Github repository to either(a)
build purpose- specific bitcoin-compatible
applications (e.g. a wallet app for smartphones)
or (b) build a new cryptocurrency that ceases
to be compatible with the bitcoin network and
thereby creates a new cryptocurrency network
(e.g. Litecoin or Zcash).
To date, the Bitcoin Core reference client has
been forked over 10,000 times, and the new
repositories for those forks show the ongoing
open development status of those derivative
projects.
The result of open source software
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development is a highly resilient code made
by its users to serve its users. The goal is not to
produce something that enriches a company
that makes and sells the product, but rather
to create something that solves a problem
common enough that a large community of
talented programmers is inspired to dedicate
their efforts to the task.
The non-programming public, in turn, benefits
immensely from the open source model. Free
software materializes from the developer
community, anyone is free to use it, and it
remains updated as long as an expert class
of users (including corporations) remains
interested in using the software as well.

SOLUTION #8
IBINEX EXCHANGE
TRADED FUNDS
Ibinex ETF’s will aim to match the performance of various cryptocurrency
benchmark indexes. This strategy generally requires less frequent turnover
of holdings within the fund, lowering fund fees and allowing for a much
more simplified approach to crypto investing.
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An ETF, or exchange-traded
fund, is a marketable security
that tracks an index, a
commodity, bonds, or a basket
of assets like an index fund.
Unlike mutual funds, an ETF
trades like a common stock on
a stock exchange.

Problem
There are no current
reliable Crypto ETFs
available
for
retail
investors. A crypto
ETF is essentially a
portfolio of multiple
cryptocurrencies
in
which you can invest
by buying one or
more tokens, without
the need to buy
each
cryptocurrency
separately.
It’s
an
opportunity to easily
participate in the growth
of cryptocurrencies.

Solution
The Ibinex - ETF solution, is a simple and
comprehensible solution, not requiring
oversight of several different cryptocurrencies,
but of only one symbol. You can easily keep
track of the growth and status of the portfolio.
High transparency and clarity are assured by
blockchain technology and our regulatory
framework.
Competitive Analysis
First Crypto ETF: A part of a digital asset fund,
this ETF allows users to enter crypto trading and
investing through a single token handled by a
“smart authorization engine.” Such technology
knows how much to buy and sell and when to
buy through its own encoded software that
provides market analysis. The ETF also allows
users to work in tandem with Singularity X, a
digital assets trading company, by using their
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tokens with which they can receive lower
trading fees. By working with the Singularity
X exchange platform, First Crypto creates a
solution for liquidity, as the EFT token has a
24/7 trading capability.

Huobi: An international and multi-language
cryptocurrency exchange, Huobi is one of
the largest companies in the crypto space.
Besides providing trades and exchanges,
Huobi also provides users with wallets and
storage. It has acquired the Bitcoin wallet
provider Quick Wallet, and as of March 2018, it
has registered with FinCen in the US. On June
1, 2018, Huobi released its crypto-based ETF
called HB10, which allows purchases through
Bitcoin, Ethereum, Tether and Huobi Token,
but not with fiat currency. Blockchain- based
assets can enter the index must fall under one

of its four categories. HB10 is not available for
U.S. customers due to regulatory issues in the
US regarding cryptocurrency-related ETFs.
REX BKCM ETF: Launched in May 2018,
BKCM LLC, a crypto investment firm and
blockchain fund, introduced its EFT in the New
York Stock Market. It possesses shares of 32
cryptocurrency and blockchain companies,
with five major holdings that make up about
8% of the weighting in the ETF. The ETF uses
investment exposure to global equity securities
as a means of generating profit from crypto
and blockchain companies.

Description
ETFs experience price changes throughout the
day as they are bought and sold, and typically
have higher daily liquidity and lower fees
than mutual fund shares. This makes ETFs an
attractive alternative for individual investors.
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Problems





SOLUTION #9
IBINEX INSTITUTIONAL
OTC DESK
OTC trading is a crucial component for the increased institutional adoption
of crypto assets. OTC Desk platforms allow traders to execute big orders
outside of conventional exchanges, where a large order may cause a violent
price swing that ripples throughout the global markets. Ibinex plans to
establish a discounted OTC desk to provide institutions with the types of
facilities they’re used to having in other asset classes thus ensuring any firm
that wants to get involved can do so with improved risk management.



Custodial
Buyers and sellers are at odds
when it comes to the custodial/
escrow services suggested by the
other party. There are examples
of custodians acting with malice
towards parties, with the intention of
undermining attempted transactions.

Process
Buyers and sellers are also in
conflict when the choice of the
process comes up in a discussion.
Depending on the state of the coin
being transacted (ie. cold vs. hot),
the number of wallets being used,
or which escrow wallet will be relied
upon, these items are known for
dissolving deals in the OTC market.

Platform
Both Buyers and sellers have
no common platform over which
to transact. As of now, all OTC
transactions are done person to
person (mandate to mandate/
attorney to the attorney) leaving
technology completely out of the
picture. This is in large part due
to the fact that before now, no
unified OTC platform which caters
to the Crypto market and is aligned
with the securities and equities
marketplace(s) has existed.
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Solution
The OTC desk will address each of the prior
concerns in an evidence-based all-in-one
approach, from fiduciary to technology to
process.
Our Bitlicense in the United States (and
additional pending licenses) will allow for both
fiat and crypto custody/escrow for clients. By
building our own crypto custody infrastructure,
we can provide users with the highest level of
safety and accessibility to their crypto holdings.
No longer will intermediaries or mandates
need to search for a separate escrow provider
+ custodian capable of managing both sides of
the transaction(s).
We have streamlined the overall process of
the transactions to allow for a single gateway
to completion—from the escrow/custody of
funds to the technology and completion of
transactions. Everything is in place to facilitate
a successful transaction, including our legal
documents providing proper escrow to
workflow and completion.
Our platform will allow for a private order book,
open to institutional OTC customers only. The
book will facilitate order entry and acceptance
of trades along with all other variables
constituting the transaction: discount rates,
commissions, time to transact, tranche sizes,
aka the portion of the money, and duration of
the contract.
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Competitive Analysis
Current Escrow providers include:

settlements, income processing,
corporate sheets and more.

Etana: A custodian company providing
account funding for brokers and traders. There
is no need for a minimum deposit for traders,
while for brokers, Etana offers a web-based
application so that market participants can
interact with each other. It also offers risk
management via KYC and AML as part of its
administrative services.

Silvergate: Silvergate is a bank
that provides business banking
services to title and escrow
companies. Based in Southern
California,
this
community
business bank is known for
its custom banking solutions.
Specifically, it provides lending,
ACH credit organization, business
acquisition
and
financing,
remote deposit capture and
other services. Title and escrow
companies use Silvergate for
technological and managerial
needs.

Volantis: A platform that helps work through
complex OTC transactions, Volantis strives to
remove the risk aspect from custodial services.
Handling OTC transactions, Volantis is an
invitation-only platform. It focuses on multiasset crypto transactions. Currently, it accepts
clients only via referrals.
TMF Group: Operating in over 80 countries,
this company provides a wealth of financial
services so that clients are aptly running
their businesses. This includes consultancy,
accounting services, payroll, corporate
secretarial, alternative investments and more.
TMF Group helps lessen financial risks globally
with its escrow accounts, holding the assets of
clients during the finalization of transactions
and acting as escrow agents.
Current Custodian providers include:
Citibank: A division of Citigroup, the
multinational financial services provider,
Citibank manages a custodian called Citi
Transaction Services. This custodian uses a
proprietary network to gain knowledge of local
markets while serving 50 markets worldwide.
The network offers fast resolution time and
expedient cutoff times. The global custodian
services offered include a direct electronic
interface, STP (straight-through processing)

Noble: Noble Bank International
is a transactional, full-reserve
bank that hosts OTC transactions
in real-time. With a focus on OTC
transactions and FX, Noble Bank
allows clients to settle, clear and
net their OTC transactions. Noble
stores client assets in BNY Mellon,
its global custodian provider. It
secures client assets by way of
constant reconciliation and strict
systems and procedures that
provide monitoring. Noble also
produces a feed of transactions
and asset information that clients
can view in real-time.
OTC platform providers are:
Goldman Sachs (Circle): Backed
by Goldman Sachs and other
venture capitals, Circle Financial
Group is a crypto finance
company that utilizes open
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standards. Its OTC product, an OTC crypto desk
called Circle Trade, offers a platform for worldwide
crypto trading, with desks in New York, Boston,
and Hong Kong. Circle Trade offers solutions to
both individuals and institutions with a large global
liquidity pool. It averages approximately $2B per
month.
itBit: This agency trading desk services trading
professionals and institutions that engage in large
block trades (those that start at 25 bitcoins). OTC
trading with itBit offers users low trading fees,
same-day trade settlements, personal trading
support and a global network of liquidity with
clients in over 100 countries. It also gives traders
the option of storing bitcoin through a host of
custodial services.
Genesis Trading: Also known as Global Genesis
Trading, this OTC cryptocurrency trading platform
is targeted towards high net worth institutions and
individuals. Genesis presents a two-sided form of
liquidity for those who buy and sell large blocks
of digital currency. It provides trading for the
major cryptocurrencies including Bitcoin, Bitcoin
Cash, Ethereum, et al. It also includes a service to
request a digital asset should traders hold other
currencies the platform does not yet support. It is
regulated via FINRA and SEC securities regulation.
The platform has a $75,000 trading minimum.
The first step of the OTC trade is for both buyer
and seller to complete KYC due diligence to
ensure they satisfy legal requirements. Once both
accounts have been approved on the platform
and POF/POC (Proof of Funds / Proof of Coin)
have been provided, a buyer and seller may then
seek out a matching bid/offer. When criteria are
matched on both sides, trade is then executed.
Settlement occurs in the frequency agreed upon
and the process closes.
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SOLUTION #10

technological requirements for enthusiasts,
developers,
regulators,
technologists,
practitioners, and users globally through the
use of hard-data research.

IBINEX RESEARCH

Our mission is to support and coordinate the
efforts of the crypto community by helping to
create greater awareness of the benefits of
blockchain technology through a concerted
effort in educational research. Blockchain, with
its myriad of benefits, most notably creates a
shared trusted value. Shared trust eliminates
the need for a trustee, an authority acting as
the middleman to authorize a transaction,
essentially controlling the entire process.

FOUNDATION
Sophisticated research identifying real impact in the Cryptocurrency space
by Ibinex.

Education is a powerful transformative tool, but
only when policymakers recognize this and act
upon it will we achieve genuine change. Our aim
is to produce advanced research partnerships
and collaboration with top academic institutions
worldwide to advance the development
of cryptocurrencies and blockchain-based
technologies for use in business, finance,
economics, mathematics, computer science, and
all other areas of potential impact. Our ultimate
goal is to create an opening and welcoming
environment where academics, scholars,
students, faculty, scientists, and entrepreneurs
can come together to see that this technology
positively impacts the world.
We strive to promote the use of cryptocurrency
and blockchain technology and its related

Instead, the authentication of transactions
is produced through a series of miners, i.e.
the decentralized participants working to
verify transactions. The Blockchain constantly
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reconciles its transactions every 10 minutes in
a bid to maintain accuracy and transparency.
So the system itself comprises the shared
trusted value, in that its working order protects
it from being corrupted.
Shared trusted value thus maintains trust in
the system and is particularly obliging, as it
gives users the security and peace of mind in
dealing with cryptocurrency. But the shared
trusted value that the blockchain produces
due to its decentralized nature is not the only
remarkable feature that makes blockchain the
hot topic of the century.
The blockchain is a breakthrough, much like
the internet had been in its early days, in that
its capabilities span far beyond processing
digital transactions. The blockchain can store
anything of use digitally, thereby it is an asset to
the education, science, technology, computer
science, and business sectors, as well as a host
of others. Virtually any field that requires a safe
way to collect and store massive amounts of
information through a decentralized platform
will benefit from the blockchain. Much like
cryptocurrency, blockchain is still a virtually
new technology, but has limitless potential and
possible innovations thereof.
It is our hope that our shared research will
be widely used and disseminated by all
sectors of development to make the case for
cryptocurrency to be accorded the prominent
position in economic development it deserves.
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Much of the growing interest in bitcoin and other digital currencies
have focused on individual financial gain. Concurrently, Ibinex
is excited to be part of a meaningful and exciting trend toward
leveraging cryptocurrencies for philanthropic purposes.
The features offered by cryptocurrency and blockchain technology
provide the potential for radical transparency of donations
while making it easier to get aid money to where it is needed
instantaneously. Because of these benefits, a number of charities
and foundations have been accepting Bitcoin donations on a trial
basis in recent years. These include well-known organizations
such as The Red Cross, Save the Children, United Way, and the
Electronic Frontier Foundation.
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Blockchain-based systems could also help to
improve the reputation of charities. According
to recent studies, one in three Americans
are said to lack faith in nonprofits, many
believing that these institutions spend too
much of their budgets on overhead and too
little directly on programs. Reduced overhead
spending due to improved operational e
ciencies and disintermediation through
blockchain technologies (e.g., direct donor to
beneficiary giving) could help restore faith in
charitable giving among skeptical givers. This,
in turn, could lead to increased philanthropic
engagement and the transformation of the
giving landscape as a whole.
In the future of philanthropy will be a platform
for our entire global community to imagine
and create, based upon our innate need to
give to others. As part of our commitment to
global giving, Ibinex plans to designate 1% of
all tokens released to support the Red Cross
and Save the Children Foundations.
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